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1 Introduction 

1.1 NUT carcinoma 

NUT carcinoma (NC), often still referred to as NUT midline carcinoma (NMC), is 

a rare but very aggressive tumor being genetically defined by a reciprocal 

translocation involving the NUTM1 gene (NUT [“nuclear protein in testis”] midline 

carcinoma family member 1) on chromosome 15q14 (genenames.org). The first 

case of a t(15;19) (q15;p13) translocation was described in 1992 in Japan 

(Kuzume et al., 1992). After this, it took another eleven years until the driving 

pathomechanism of this tumor including the newly discovered cancer-associated 

genes NUTM1 and BRD4, a gene located on chromosome 19p13.1, was clarified 

(French et al., 2003). 

The incidence is not known yet, as too many cases are not being diagnosed 

correctly. A large screening of > 14,000 solid tumor samples found 26 cases with 

NUT rearrangement (Stevens et al., 2019). Comparing this number to the actual 

small number of published cases as well as the unequal geographic distribution 

of the cases (the vast majority is located in the U.S. (Bauer et al., 2012)), suggest, 

that NC is often undiagnosed due to lack of awareness. 

Histologically, NC appears as a squamous cell carcinoma. But the degree of the 

differentiation varies between the different tumors: NC cases without squamous 

differentiation are described in the literature as well as cases with squamous 

differentiation (Bauer et al., 2012). Most commonly focal squamous differentiation 

and abrupt keratinization can be observed (Huang et al., 2019). In contrast to 

other poorly differentiated tumors NC shows monomorphic cells; the high number 

of mitotic figures seen in histological cuts correlates with the fast growth of NC 

(French, 2018).  

Clinically, NC is known to be a rapidly growing tumor. People at any age can 

develop NC, but it mostly affects young patients; the median age of onset varies 

from 16 years (Bauer et al., 2012) to 23 years (Giridhar et al., 2018). The 

incidence in men and women is equal. Giridhar et al. as well as Bauer et al. also 
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found in their systematic patient reviews, that the tumor is most often located in 

the lung / thorax (35.3 % and 35.56 %, respectively) followed by the head and 

neck region (35 % and 24.21 %, respectively). As NC of the first described cases 

were all located in the body midline, the name “NUT midline carcinoma” was 

established. With higher number of cases the focus of the tumor location in the 

body midline was no longer maintainable, as case studies with NCs in varying 

organs and tissues were published. Therefore, the World Health Organization 

(WHO) officially renamed the NUT midline carcinoma to NUT carcinoma in 2015. 

The large cohort studies also showed that the tumor is highly metastatic (31 % 

(no data for 22 %) and 59.3 %, respectively) and the 2-year overall survival (OS) 

is very low (9 % and 19 %, respectively) (Giridhar et al., 2018, Bauer et al., 2012). 

The OS of metastatic NCs arising from the thorax is found to be distinctly lower 

than in other NCs (Chau et al., 2020). 

Now it is known that the driving protein of NCs is the protein encoded by the 

NUTM1 gene, as NUTM1 can be linked to different fusion partners, most often to 

BRD4 (70%). Different fusion partners that were found are partly other genes 

coding for proteins of the bromodomain and extraterminal domain (BET) protein 

family, like BRD3 on chromosome 9q34.2 (French et al., 2008). Further research 

led to the identification of a lot of more possible fusion partners, not belonging to 

the BET-protein family like NSD3 (French et al., 2014) and ZNF532 (Alekseyenko 

et al., 2017). Recently, more genetic translocations, which lead to the onset of 

NC were found: BCORLI and MXD1 (Dickson et al., 2018), CIC (Schaefer et al., 

2018) as well as MGA and MXD4 (Stevens et al., 2019). The NUT fusions do not 

always lead to the formation of solid tumors, as BRD9 and ACIN1 were found to 

be fused to the NUT gene in acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL), in these cases 

not referred to as NUT carcinomas but “NUTM1-rearranged neoplasms” 

(Andersson et al., 2015). Even more possible gene fusions are listed in the 

Mitelman Database of Chromosome Aberrations and Gene Fusions in Cancer 

(Mitelman et al., 2020). The rearrangements not involving BET-proteins are 

referred to as “NUT variants” in the literature (Stevens et al., 2019).  
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Figure 1: Schematic display of the genomic structure of the most relevant NUT carcinoma fusion proteins. 

In the first four rows, the structures of the normal proteins with the important regions highlighted are shown. 
The arrows indicate the breakpoints. In the last three rows the fusion proteins leading to the occurrence of 
the NC are displayed. NLS: Nuclear localization signal; NES: Nuclear export signal; PWWP: proline-
tryptophan-tryptophan-proline domain; PHD: PHD zinc finger; SET: gene encoding for SET protein. Modified 
from (French, 2018). 

 

1.1.1 Pathomechanism of the NUT carcinoma 

The pathomechanism of NC is closely related to a higher transcription rate of the 

MYC Oncogene Locus, which is also known to play a leading part in the 

pathomechanism of other tumors like the diffuse large B-cell carcinoma (DLBCC) 

(Sun et al., 2017), and the TP63 locus (Alekseyenko et al., 2017). Alekseyenko 

et al. and Reynoird et al. specified the underlying mechanism: The binding of the 

EP300 histone acetyltransferase to the NUT protein intensely enhances its 

activity (Reynoird et al., 2010) leading to the acetylation of whole topologically 

associated domains (TADs), which were named “Megadomains”. The bromo-

domains of the BRD4-NUT fusion protein bind to these “Megadomains”, which 

results in a higher transcription of the named loci (Alekseyenko et al., 2017). 

These findings fit with the results of Grayson et al., who demonstrated that by 

knocking down the MYC gene, cell growth is blocked and squamous 

differentiation increases (Grayson et al., 2014). When the BRD4-NUT fusion 

protein is knocked down by NUT specific siRNAs, this also induces a squamous 

differentiation (Schwartz et al., 2011) as well as autophagy (Sakamaki et al., 

2017). 
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Most other proteins involved in less frequent cases of the NC interact with the 

BRD4 protein and therefore follow the same pathomechanism: For example, 

ZNF532 and the N-terminal side of NDS3 seem to act as a linker protein between 

NUT and BRD4 (Alekseyenko et al., 2017, French et al., 2014). The patho-

mechanism of other recently identified fusion proteins has not yet been 

elucidated. 

As the MYC locus itself was found to be “undruggable” (Sun et al., 2017), different 

molecular approaches, trying to downregulate the transcription of MYC, play an 

important role in newly developed therapies. 

1.1.2 NUT carcinoma cell lines 

Table 1: Currently published NUT carcinoma cell lines 

NC cell line Translocation Origin Source / Literature 

HCC2429 BRD4-NUT 

t(15;19) 
(q14;p13.1) 
(ex11:ex2) 

Lung 

34-year old 
female 

(Haruki et al., 2005, 
Dang et al., 2000) 

143100 BRD4-NUT 

t(15;19) 
(q14;p13.1) 
(ex14:ex2) 

 (Brägelmann et al., 
2017) 

690100 BRD4-NUT 

t(15;19) 
(q14;p13.1) 
(ex13:ex2) 

 (Brägelmann et al., 
2017) 

Ty-82 BRD4-NUT Thymus 

22-year old 
female 

JCRB Cell Bank 

(Kuzume et al., 1992) 

10326 BRD3-NUT  (French et al., 2008) 

10-15 BRD4-NUT 

t(15;19) (q15;p13) 

(ex15:ex2) 

 (Grayson et al., 2014, 
Wang et al., 2014) 

14169 BRD4-NUT 

t(15;19) (q15;p13) 

(ex15:ex2) 

 (Wang et al., 2014) 
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TC-797 t(11;15;19) 
(p15;q12;p13.3)  

Thymus 

15-year old 
male 

(Toretsky et al., 2003) 

1221 NSD3-NUT  (French et al., 2014) 

00134 BRD4-NUT  (Schwartz et al., 2011, 
French et al., 2001) 

P896-CL BRD4-NUT 

(ex15;ex2) 

Sinonasal 

14-year old 
female  

(Stirnweiss et al., 2017, 
Stirnweiss et al., 2015) 

PER-403 BRD4-NUT 

t(15;19)  
(p12;q13) 

Intrathoracic 

11-year old 
female 

(Kees et al., 1991) 

PER-624 BRD4-NUT 

t(6;19) 
(q13;p13.1) 
(ex15;ex2) 

Lung 

16-year old 
female 

(Beesley et al., 2014, 
Thompson-Wicking et 
al., 2013) 

PER-704 BRD4-NUT 

t(15;19) 

(q14;p13.1) 
(ex15;ex2) 

Larynx 

8-year old male 

(Beesley et al., 2014) 

RPMI2650 BRD4-NUT Nasal septum 

52-year old 
male 

 

DSMZ - German 
Collection of Micro-
organisms and Cell 
Cultures GmbH 

(Stirnweiss et al., 2017, 
Klijn et al., 2015, 
Moorhead, 1965) 

11060 BRD4-NUT Mediastinum 

29-year old 

(Filippakopoulos et al., 
2010) 

8645  10-year old 
male 

(Schwartz et al., 2011) 

24335 ZNF532-NUT  

47, XX, +7  

t(15;18) 

(q14;q23)  

Established 
from pleural 
fluid 

female 

(Alekseyenko et al., 
2017) 
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 t(15;19)  

(q15;p13) 

Thymus 

22-year old 
female 

(French et al., 2001, 
Kubonishi et al., 1991) 

 t(15;19)  

(q13;p13.1  

Epiglottis 

13-year old 
female 

(Vargas et al., 2001, 
French et al., 2001, 
Lee et al., 1993) 

Cell lines that have been worked with in this thesis are marked with grey background. 

1.1.3 Therapy of the NUT carcinoma 

As a result of a missing specialized therapy for NC the standard approach still is 

a multimodal approach with a surgical resection before or after an (neo-)adjuvant 

radiochemotherapy. Studies comparing the effect of those approaches come to 

different results about the benefits: One study found initial surgery being the only 

therapy that increases the overall survival significantly (Chau et al., 2016). On the 

contrary Giridhar et al. found a significant increase of the OS after radiotherapy 

but not after surgery, whereas Bauer et al. found both, surgery and initial radio-

therapy, leading to a significant benefit of the OS (Giridhar et al., 2018, Bauer et 

al., 2012). But as none of these therapies was able to cure patients and not even 

led to a long-lasting progression free survival (PFS) in most cases, many other 

approaches are being tested. These therapies mostly try to intervene in the 

epigenetic mechanism of the tumor. 

One approach to attack the epigenetic changes is the use of BET inhibitors 

(iBET). Different iBET are already tested in phase-I-clinical studies and showed 

promising results for the treatment of NC (see also 1.3.1). In addition, other 

substances target the molecular pathomechanism of the tumor as well, like 

histone deacetylase inhibitors (HDACi) (Schwartz et al., 2011, Maher et al., 2015) 

or aurora kinase inhibitors (iAURK) (Stirnweiss et al., 2017). Also combining 

different therapies, like HDACi and phosphoinositide 3-kinases (PI3K) seems 

favorable (Sun et al., 2017). Inhibition of the cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK) 9, 

which is needed by BRD4 to perform the transcriptional elongation, with Flavo-

piridol was successfully tested as another treatment option for NC in vitro as well 

as in vivo (Beesley et al., 2014). 
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About the possible response of NC to immunotherapy the present research is 

insufficient: Unfortunately, no surface protein being ubiquitously and specifically 

expressed on NC cells has been detected yet, making chimeric antigen receptor 

(CAR) T-cell therapy, a very potent therapy option for other tumors, impossible. 

Another innovative and not yet investigated approach to target NC without 

knowledge and need of expressed surface proteins is the oncolytic virotherapy.  

1.2 Oncolytic Virotherapy  

Oncolytic virotherapy is a relatively new approach in the area of immunotherapy. 

Oncolytic viruses, which are used as the therapeutic, are modified to meet the 

demand only to replicate in tumor cells and lead to their lysis, while normal cells 

are able to cope with the virus infection. The following chapter will give an 

overview about the history of oncolytic virotherapy and its principles along with 

examples of oncolytic viruses and their usage in malignant neoplasms, focusing 

on the viruses being investigated in this thesis. 

1.2.1 History 

The idea to use viruses as therapeutics occurred when a remission of malignant 

diseases was observed during a virus infection. This was first documented in the 

beginning of the 20th century (Dock, 1904), even before viruses were first photo-

graphed under the microscope (Kausche et al., 1939). In the following years 

different studies were published, which showed that the physical well-being of 

people suffering from malignancies can be improved by viral infections trans-

mitted through body fluids. For example, the effect of APC (adenoidal-

pharyngeal-conjunctival) viruses on cervix carcinoma was tested (Smith et al., 

1956) and viral hepatitis was found to cause remission of Hodgkin’s disease 

(Hoster et al., 1949). Early on, also measles virus was included in these studies 

and good results in Hodgkin’s disease (Zygiert, 1971, Taqi et al., 1981) and 

leukemia (Pasquinucci, 1971) were observed. 

At this time, scientists still had to deal with a lot of problems as it was not yet 

possible to genetically engineer the viruses to attenuate their virulence. There-

fore, it was not possible to control the virus infection and keep the viral replication 

in the tumor cells. As a result, a lot of patients were suffering heavily from side 
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effects of the virus infection (Kelly and Russell, 2007). Furthermore, at the 

beginning neither ex vivo human cell culture was available, nor animal models 

were used. So, the excitement around the topic decreased again.  

The improvement of technical possibilities made it easier to understand the 

impact of viral infection on tumor cells: Levaditi and Nicolau were one of the first 

using mouse and rat tumor models to show a decrease in tumor masses of 

various tumor entities after treatment with a vaccinia virus (Levaditi and Nicolau, 

1922). Further on, cultivation of isolated tissue cells was established in vitro 

successfully, which also led to a lot of new knowledge in oncolytic virotherapy 

due to a better understanding of the oncolytic mechanisms of each virus (Sanford 

et al., 1948).  

Another critical step was accomplished in 1991: It has been shown in mouse 

models, that through genetic modification, a HSV virus selectively replicated in 

fast proliferating cells, while not being able to do so in non-dividing cells or the 

human nervous system (Martuza et al., 1991). 

These findings gave oncolytic virotherapy a much larger potential. In the 

following, more viruses were genetically modified to either lower their patho-

genicity, to enhance their oncolytic potential or their tumor cell specificity (Kelly 

and Russell, 2007). A good overview about viruses used for oncolytic therapy is 

given in the review from 2017 (Lawler et al., 2017). 

The first oncolytic virus approved by a governmental agency was the adenovirus 

rAd-p53, which was approved by the State Food and Drug Administration of 

China (SFDA) for the treatment of head and neck squamous cell carcinoma in 

2003 (Peng, 2005). Shortly afterwards, a second adenovirus, H101, got approval 

in China for squamous cell carcinoma of head and neck after a phase-III study 

showed a response rate of 79 % with viral treatment and only 40 % with cisplatin 

and 5-FU therapy (Xia et al., 2004, Garber, 2006). In the EU and USA, it took 

another 10 years until the first oncolytic virus, the herpes simplex virus 

Talimogene laherparepvec (T-VEC) was approved in 2015 by the European 

Medical Agency (EMA) and the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for the 

treatment of melanoma (Greig, 2016) (see 1.2.5.2). 
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1.2.2 Principles of oncolytic virotherapy 

As stated in the introduction of this chapter, the aim of oncolytic virotherapy is the 

use of naturally occurring or genetically optimized viruses to specifically attack 

and kill tumor cells. This is possible due to the genetic and epigenetic trans-

formations in the malignant cells: As tumor cells develop mechanisms to hide 

tumor-specific antigens from the immune system, they are able to escape the 

immune effector T-cells, which depend on these antigens to distinguish between 

endogenous cells and malignant cells. These T-cells normally also attack virus 

infected cells to prevent spreading of the infection. Furthermore, in tumor cells 

often other pathways for immune response activation are mutated, like the 

interferon (IFN)  (belonging to the group of type I IFN) pathway (Berchtold et al., 

2013). In healthy cells the viral genome gets recognized by pattern recognition 

receptors (PRRs), like cytosolic RIG-I-like receptors (RLRs) or endosomal toll-

like receptors (TLR3,7,8) for viral RNA and γ-activation sequence (cGAS) and 

TLR9 for viral DNA. This recognition leads to an activation of downstream 

signaling cascades ending in the production of proinflammatory cytokines and 

IFN type I (Matz et al., 2019). The IFN then activates neighboring cells, which 

react with inhibition of RNA translation or activation of T-cell response to contain 

the viral infection (Samuel, 2001). 

Hence, tumor cells offer an optimal room for viruses to replicate. This excessive 

replication finally leads to bursting of the tumor cell, when it can no longer cope 

with the high viral load or is killed by toxic viral proteins (Kirn, 1996). The bursting 

of the tumor cell triggers three mechanisms that are characteristic for oncolytic 

virotherapy: Firstly, a mass of viral particles is released, which now can infect 

new tumor cells. Secondly, some viruses are able to change the tumor micro-

environment by disruption of the tumoral blood vassals (Breitbach et al., 2013). 

And thirdly, also tumor-specific antigens are released, that are hidden by intact 

tumor cells. These antigens can now be recognized by the immune system, 

making a specific immune response possible and leading to in situ tumor 

vaccination (Toda et al., 1999, Savage et al., 1986). Many different mechanisms, 

either occurring naturally or being enhanced by genomic engineering, secure that 

oncolytic viruses can replicate predominantly in tumor cells. As normal cells react 
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with IFN production or induction of apoptosis, viral spreading even is obtained in 

the case of normal cell infection (Russell and Peng, 2007). Thus, viral infection is 

contained as soon as the tumor burden is successfully destroyed.  

To archive this optimal course of virotherapy, oncolytic viruses have to meet 

some criteria: They need to replicate specifically in tumor cells and have a high 

oncolytic potential to lead to cell lysis, while still not effecting normal tissue cells. 

This is important to keep side effects of the therapy to a minimum. Possible 

infections should still be characterized well so they can be treated in case of 

severe sickness. Furthermore, oncolytic viruses need to be genetically stable to 

minimalize possible virus mutation. Even though non-human viruses seem to be 

ideal, as they often are not able to replicate in human tissue, they must be used 

with great care, to prevent their evolvement to a human pathogen (Kelly and 

Russell, 2007). As wild-type viruses not necessarily meet all of these criteria, 

most viruses used for oncolytic therapy, are genetically engineered, including 

deletion or insertion of certain genes. With this engineering, it is possible to 

specifically adapt the characteristics of the viruses: Some genes allow the 

detection in vitro / in vivo (e.g. GFP) or the systemic immune response (e.g. GM-

CSF) or heighten their oncolytic capacity (e.g. SCD). 
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Figure 2: Principle of oncolytic virotherapy. 

The viral agent infects tumor cells but also normal cells. Due to the intact immune response of normal cells, 
they are able to inhibit the spreading of the virus, e.g. through secreting anti-inflammatory cytokines as IFN-

. Tumor cells however can’t cope with the viral infection, so the virus starts replicating. As the viral load 

increases it kills the tumor cell and viral particles are released together with tumor specific antigens. These 
viral particles now can infect other tumor cells, while tumor specific antigens get recognized by T-cells, which 
now can also attack the tumor cells. 

 

1.2.3 Measles virus 

Measles virus (MeV) is classified in the genus of the Morbillivirus of the family of 

the Paramyxoviruses. Genetically, it is a negative sense, single stranded [ss (-)] 

RNA-virus. All measles viruses belong to the same serotype but can be 

differentiated into 24 genotypes, which is important for the differentiation of wild 

type measles and vaccine measles strains (rki.de, 2014). 

Measles disease is highly infectious: the contagiosity index is close to 100 % 

(rki.de, 2014) and also the manifestation rate of 95-98 % is one of the highest of 

all viruses (Hof and Schlüter, 2019). Clinical symptoms of the acute disease 

include high fever, conjunctivitis, maculopapular exanthema and respiratory 

symptoms (Hof and Schlüter, 2019). While the lethality of the acute symptoms is 

rather low, the possible complications can be very dangerous. These 

complications often are bacterial superinfections causing an otitis media or 

pneumonia but can also lead to a postinfectious encephalitis (lethal in 10-20 % 

of the cases) or subacute sclerosing panencephalitis (SSPE). SSPE is very rare 
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but always leads to the death of the patient. For this complication the risk of 

getting sick is five times higher for young children (20-60 cases /100,000 measles 

disease cases) than for grown up people (4-11 cases / 100,000 measles disease 

cases) (rki.de, 2014). 

1.2.3.1 Biology of the oncolytic measles vaccine virus MeV-GFP 

MeV consists of six genes coding for eight proteins of which six are found in the 

virion (Figure 3): hemagglutinin (H) and fusion protein (F), two surface proteins 

whose function is descripted in detail below; matrix protein (M), which is located 

directly under the envelope and interacts with the ribonucleocapsid; nucleocapsid 

protein (N), which is wrapped around the RNA strands; large protein (L), a RNA-

polymerase; and phosphoprotein (P), which is necessary for the polymerase 

function (Griffin, 2018). 

 

Figure 3: Structure of the measles virus and its genome. 

(A) Schematic display of the measles virion with its six proteins: hemagglutinin (H), fusion protein (F), matrix 
protein (M), nucleocapsid protein (N), large protein (L) and phosphoprotein (P). (B) Schematic display of the 
genome of MeV-GFP: The sequence coding for the GFP is inserted in the normal measles virus genome at 
genome position one. © Guy Ungerechts, NCT Heidelberg 

 

The two surface proteins H and F are responsible for entering of the virus into the 

host cell. H can bind to three different cell receptors. In 1993 the cluster of 
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differentiation (CD) 46 (membrane cofactor protein [MCP]) molecule was 

determined as a receptor for measles vaccine strains (Dörig et al., 1993, Naniche 

et al., 1993), but later it was found that this is not valid for the wild-type strains 

(Buckland and Wild, 1997). CD46, a regulatory protein of the complement 

system, is expressed on nearly all cell types excluding erythrocytes (Johnstone 

et al., 1993, Liszewski et al., 1991). In 2000 the signaling lymphocytic activation 

molecule (SLAM, also named CD150) was found to be another possible binding 

site for measles vaccine strains as well as wild type measles strains (Tatsuo et 

al., 2000). But it is used more efficient by the wild-type strains (Schneider et al., 

2002). The binding to SLAM results in the lymphotropism of measles virus, as it 

is mostly expressed on lymphocytes, monocytes and dendritic cells (Aref et al., 

2016). In 2011 a third receptor, Nectin-4 / poliovirus-receptor-like-4 (PRVL4), was 

identified allowing vaccine strains as well as wild-type strains to enter the host 

cell. This receptor is located on epithelial cells, e.g. of the respiratory tract, 

explaining the respiratory symptoms that can be caused by a measles infection. 

This binding allows the F protein to fuse the viral lipid shell with the cell 

membrane, after which the viral genome and internal proteins can enter the host 

cell (Mühlebach et al., 2011, Noyce et al., 2011).  

The distinction between the entry mechanisms of wild-type and vaccine measles 

strains is important because the MeV-GFP virus used in this thesis is a derivate 

from the Schwarz vaccine strain (Berchtold et al., 2013), which itself originates 

from the Edmonston vaccine strain (MeV-Edm) (Rota et al., 1994). Therefore, it 

is able to enter host cells through all three named receptors. Most interesting for 

the usage of the virus in immunotherapy, however, is the entry via CD46, since 

this molecule is overexpressed on many tumor cells. This is reasonable because 

it blocks the activation of C3 in the cascade of the complement system (Fishelson 

et al., 2003) and thus helps the tumor to evade the immune system. But also, the 

entry via Nectin-4 could be used for oncolytic therapy as it is often overexpressed 

in adenocarcinomas (Noyce et al., 2011). The cytotoxic effect of MeV-Edm 

viruses is highly induced by the ability of forming syncytia with 50-100 neighboring 

cells, which are then all led into apoptosis (Galanis, 2010). 
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For the development of MeV-GFP only one adaptation to the MeV-Edm strain 

had been made: GFP (green fluorescent protein) was inserted into the viral cDNA 

by insertion of an additional transcription unit (ATU) at genome position one 

(Berchtold et al., 2013). 

1.2.3.2 Immunotherapy with oncolytic measles viruses 

Even though none of the currently investigated oncolytic measles viruses 

achieved official approval by any governmental agency so far, many in vitro and 

in vivo trials showed promising results.  

In a comprehensive in vitro analysis of the efficiency of suicide gene armed 

measles virus (MeV-SCD) using the NCI-60 tumor panel, 27 out of 54 tested cell 

lines proved to be susceptible (< 50 % remnant tumor cell mass in comparison to 

control at MOI 1) while only six cell lines were rated resistant (remnant tumor cell 

mass > 75 %). When the prodrug 5-FC, which gets converted to the chemo-

therapeutic 5-FU by the virus-encoded protein super-cytosine deaminase (SCD), 

was added to all MeV-SCD infected cell lines the remnant cell mass dropped to 

< 50% (Noll et al., 2013). 

Other measles viruses also being derivatives of the MeV-Edm strain were already 

tested in clinical studies. MeV-NIS, expressing the human sodium iodide 

symporter allowing non-invasive monitoring of the virus distribution and leading 

to a higher viral proliferation rate and thus to higher viral titers, was tested for the 

treatment of ovarian cancer (Galanis et al., 2015) as well as multiple myeloma 

(Dispenzieri et al., 2017). The MeV-CEA virus with an inserted gene coding for 

the soluble extracellular domain of human carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) 

allowing quantitative monitoring of viral gene expression has also shown good 

tolerability and biological activity in ovarian cancer in a phase-I study (Galanis et 

al., 2010). In another phase-I study the Edm-Zagreb vaccine strain was tested for 

cutaneous T-cell lymphoma (CTCL) and 5 out of 6 lesions injected showed 

regression (Heinzerling et al., 2005). 

1.2.4 The variola virus and the vaccinia virus 

The history of the variola virus (VARV), which caused the smallpox disease, is 

thought to be dated back till 10,000 BC with the first cases in north-eastern Africa 
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(Barquet and Domingo, 1997). The disease spread globally and caused 100,000s 

of deaths in the 18th century. As it was observed that survivors of the smallpox 

disease afterwards became immune to the disease, variolation came into the 

focus of interest. In the beginning this was performed with infective material of 

affected humans. Edward Jenner, who was convinced that vaccination with 

cowpox also protected against the human smallpox disease, conducted the first 

successful vaccination with the cowpox virus CPXV in 1796 (Riedel, 2005). This 

success started an era of vaccination, leading to the eradication of smallpox in 

Europe and North America in the 1950s. In 1976 the World Health Organization 

started a campaign with the aim of the worldwide eradication of the disease, 

which was finally announced by a report of the WHO in 1980 (WHO, 1980). For 

this campaign the vaccinia vaccine virus VACV, whose origin is still unknown but 

is thought to be either a derivate of VARV, of CPXV or a hybrid of both, was used 

(Sánchez-Sampedro et al., 2015). 

Clinically, the variola virus showed a typical exanthem affecting the whole body, 

where all efflorescences developed simultaneously from maculae, over papulae 

and vesicluae to crustae (Hof and Schlüter, 2019). The vaccinia virus rarely 

showed adverse reactions after vaccination. Noticed symptoms include harmless 

local skin reactions, serious events like general vaccinia as well as life-

threatening postvaccinal encephalitis (Cono et al., 2003). 

With diameters of 100-300 nm the smallpox virus is one of the largest viruses 

known. It has a double stranded [ds (±)] DNA genome. Depending on the section 

of the replication cycle the Poxviridae occur in three different forms: the 

extracellular enveloped virus (EV) with two lipid layers, the mature viruses (MV) 

with one lipid layer and the wrapped viruses (WV) with three lipid layers. Within 

the most inner lipid layer all forms look the same: Two lateral bodies press the 

core into a dumbbell shape. The core coats the genome as well as virus specific 

enzymes and regulatory proteins (Hof and Schlüter, 2019). 
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Figure 4: Replication cycle of Poxviridae. 

WV: wrapped virus; EV: enveloped virus; MV: mature virus. Image taken from (Bidgood and Mercer, 2015) 

 

The replication cycle of the Poxviridae is a complex process and only takes place 

in the cytoplasm of the host cell, in contrast to most other viruses, which replicate 

in the nucleus of the host cell. This replication cycle is described in detail by 

Bidgood and Mercer: The poxvirus invades the host cell via macropinocytosis. 

Binding of the Poxviridae to the host cell membrane is mostly mediated by glycos-

aminoglycans (GAGs), but also binding to heparan sulphate and to chondroitin 

sulphate has been described to initiate virus uptake (Schmidt et al., 2012). The 

virus particle then fuses with the membrane of the macropinosome and releases 

its core. As the lateral bodies detach from the core, it gets activated and the 

transcription and translation of viral proteins, replication of the viral genome and 

production of crescent-shaped membrane parts starts in so-called “viral 

factories”. These products get assembled to a new MV. The MVs exit the host 

cell via lysis after approximately 72 h. To achieve a faster spreading of the viral 
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particles, WVs can be formed by wrapping two additional trans-Golgi or 

endosomal membranes around the MV. This WV with a triple membrane now can 

leave the host cell after 6 hours via exocytosis, forming EVs (Bidgood and Mercer, 

2015). 

Chen et al. state eight reasons, why VACV is suitable for oncolytic virotherapy: 

“(a) It has a short, well-characterized life cycle and spreads very rapidly from cell 

to cell; (b) it is highly cytolytic for a broad range of tumor cell types; (c) it has a 

large insertion capacity (> 25 kb) for the expression of exogenous genes; (d) it is 

genetically very stable; (e) it enables large-scale production of high levels of 

infectious viruses; (f) it does not cause any known diseases in humans; (g) it does 

not integrate into the host genome; and (h) it was used as smallpox vaccine in 

millions of people and thus has well-documented side effects” (Chen et al., 2009), 

that in case can be treated (Cono et al., 2003). 

1.2.4.1 Biology of the vaccinia virus GLV-0b347  

VACV as well as VARV itself are part of the virus family of Chordopoxviridae and 

the genus of Orthopoxviridae. The viral construct GLV-0b347 used in this thesis 

is a derivative of VACV, more precisely of the Western Reserve strain. This strain 

is known to be the most virulent strain of VACV (Zeh et al., 2015) and naturally 

selective for tumor cells (Mejías-Pérez et al., 2018).  

The only genomic change made to derive GLV-0b347 from the Western Reserve 

strain was the insertion of the fluorophore turboFP635 into the non-essential 

thymidine kinase J2R gene locus (Figure 3). This leads to deletional mutation of 

J2R, making the virus less pathogenic (Buller et al., 1985) and more specific for 

tumor cells (Puhlmann et al., 2000). 

 

Figure 5: Genome of the GLV-0b347 virus. 

The fluorophore turboFP635 is a far-red mutant of the red fluorescent protein from sea anemone Entacmaea 
quadricolor and was inserted into the thymidine kinase J2R gene (non-essential gene encoding thymidine 
kinase (TK)) of GLV-0b347. This leads to a red fluorescent signal of virus-infected cells with excitation/ 
emission maxima of 588/635 nm. Image taken from: Oral abstract at SITC 27th Annual Meeting 2012: Chen 
et al. 
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1.2.4.2 Immunotherapy with oncolytic vaccinia viruses 

As for measles viruses, none of the engineered vaccinia viruses has attained 

approval so far, but again different clinical studies show the potential the virus 

might play in future for the treatment of several cancer types. 

A promising candidate for a soon approval is Pexastimogene Devacirepvec 

(Pexa-Vec; JX-594). This oncolytic vaccinia virus is derived from the Wyeth 

vaccine strain (Heo et al., 2013), in which the viral thymidine kinase gene has 

been disrupted and genes coding for human GM-CSF and β-galactosidase have 

been inserted. It showed great clinical potential in phase-II studies in hepato-

cellular, colorectal and renal cell carcinoma (Breitbach et al., 2015). By now, the 

PHOCUS phase-III study is comparing the efficiency of JX-594 given in addition 

to the sorafenib to sorafenib alone, which is the standard treatment 

(NCT02562755). 

First phase-I studies with the vaccinia virus GL-ONC1 (GLV-1h68) as a treatment 

for peritoneal carcinoma or head and neck carcinoma also showed good 

toleration and in-patient replication and oncolysis could be proven, making further 

phase-II studies feasible (Lauer et al., 2018, Mell et al., 2017). GL-ONC1 is 

derived from the Lister strain of vaccinia virus. Three genes were inserted (coding 

for Ruc-GFP, β-glucuronidase and β-galactosidase) for attenuation, higher 

tumor-specificity and easier monitoring. JX-929 (vvDD-CDSR), a virus derived 

from the Western Reserve strain, like the virus used in this thesis, showed good 

tumor specificity and replication in a first clinical study (Zeh et al., 2015). 

1.2.5 The herpes simplex virus 

The herpes simplex virus type 1 (HSV-1) belongs to the family of the 

Alphaherpesviridae. It has a double stranded [ds (±)] DNA genome (Hof and 

Schlüter, 2019). HSV-1 is spread globally and has a worldwide prevalence of  

67 % in under 50-year old persons (Who.int, 2017). As the virus is highly 

contagious and is transmitted through close physical contact, the initial infection 

often occurs in the childhood. The virus enters the body through small lesions in 

the epithelium, most often orally. In contrast to measles virus the manifestation 

rate of HSV-1 is very low: Only 10 % of the primary infections develop clinical 

https://www.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02562755
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symptoms. These typically include blisters and ulcers around the mouth (herpes 

labialis). Infected children more often suffer from stomatitis aphthosa including a 

pharyngitis. Seldom, the HSV-1 virus also leads to herpes genitalis making the 

infection of neonates possible. This so-called herpes neonatorum occurs mostly 

when a woman has her primary infection with herpes genitalis during the birth. It 

is a rare disease, affecting 10 out of 100,000 neonates, but can have severe 

consequences as it can lead to neurologic disabilities and even death (Hof and 

Schlüter, 2019, Who.int, 2017).  

After primary infection, the virus penetrates neurons and stays in the ganglion 

trigeminale in a latency stadium. Therefore, an HSV-1 infection usually lasts 

lifelong and it can come to a recurrence at any time.  

The genome of the herpes simplex virus is located around the protein-core and 

enclosed by the capsid. The capsid itself is surrounded by the tegument, whose 

proteins have mostly regulatory functions, as controlling the capsid channels, and 

also are important during virus infection (Shen and Nemunaitis, 2006). A bilipid 

layer forms the outer envelope including several glycoproteins (Kukhanova et al., 

2014), five of which playing an important role during virus invasion into the host 

cell (Akhtar and Shukla, 2009). HSV-1 is able to bind to multiple different 

receptors: Nectin-1 and Nectin-2, 3-O sulphated heparan sulphate, and the 

herpes entry mediator (HVEM). All receptors are recognized by the viral glyco-

protein gD and the paired immunoglobulin like-type 2 receptor (PILR), which is 

bound to glycoprotein gB. Nectin-1 (Galen et al., 2006) and Nectin-2 (Lopez et 

al., 2000) are expressed on epithelial cells, fibroblasts and neurons, HVEM 

belongs to the tumor necrosis factor (TNF) receptor family and can also be found 

on epithelial cells and fibroblasts but also on leucocytes, making it the main entry 

receptor of HSV-1 into T-cells (Spear, 2004). PILR is also mainly expressed on 

immune cells including monocytes, dendritic cells and granulocytes (Fournier et 

al., 2000). 3-O sulphated heparan sulphate results from additional sulphate 

groups being added to heparan sulphate by D-glucosaminyl 3-O-

sulfotransferases, which are expressed on multiple cell types (Shukla et al., 

1999). 
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1.2.5.1 Biology of the modified herpes simplex virus type I T-VEC  

Talimogene laherparepvec (T-VEC, trademark name: Imlygic® of Amgen®, Inc) 

was developed from the JS-1 strain of HSV-1, originally originating from a cold 

sore (Kohlhapp and Kaufman, 2016). 

The oncolytic virus takes benefit of the suppression of protein kinase K (PRK) 

and type I interferon, which is commonly seen in cancer cells. The suppression 

of both pathways, which are usually upregulated in healthy cells during a virus 

infection, leads to a selective infection of tumor cells (Conry et al., 2018). 

Additionally, Corny et al. stated the four different genome adaptations, which 

were made to make the virus more tumor specific and heighten the oncolytic 

potential. The deletion of both copies of the infected cell protein (ICP) 34.5 

reduces the neurovirulence of HSV-1, since only cells that suppress PRK by other 

routes become infected and can suppress latency. The deletion of ICP 47 leads 

to a higher tumor antigen presentation via MHC class I, making tumor cells more 

visible for the immune system. Also infected non-tumor cells can be detected 

easier by the immune system avoiding viral spreading in healthy cells. This 

deletion translocated the downstream herpes unique short 11 gene (US 11) under 

an early promoter enhancing the lytic activity of the virus. Finally, two copies of 

the human granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF) gene 

were inserted into the genomic locus where ICP 34.5 was deleted. By this 

insertion a systemic anti-tumoral immune response can be achieved, while 

without GM-CSF only the injected tumor itself showed a response (Liu et al., 

2003).  
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Figure 6: Genomic structure of Talimogene laherparepvec. 

The two copies of infected cell protein (ICP) 34.5 were replaced by human granulocyte-macrophage colony-
stimulating factor (GM-CSF) to achieve a systemic anti-tumoral immune response. Expression of GM-CSF 
is attained by intermediate early promoters of cytomegalovirus (CMV) and polyadenylation signal (pA). ICP 
47 was deleted for higher tumor antigen expression via MHC I, which leads to an earlier expression of US11. 
UL: Unique long sequence; US: Unique short sequence; TRL: terminally repeated long sequence; IRL: 
internally repeated long sequence; TRS: terminally repeated short sequence; Modified from (Eissa et al., 
2017). 

 

The tumor lysis syndrome (TLS) is a severe adverse effect of oncological 

treatment. It can be caused by a too aggressive treatment regimen, leading to 

high number of apoptotic cells in a very short time. These cells release too many 

intracellular minerals, as potassium, phosphorus and nucleic acids, to be 

eliminated by the kidneys, so the balance of minerals in the body gets out of 

order. Clinically, the TLS often leads to kidney failure, arrhythmias and 

neuromuscular irritability (Howard et al., 2011). As these conditions are very 

lethal, a preventive therapy for patients with a high risk of developing an TLS is 

important (Adeyinka and Bashir, 2020). As T-VEC proved to be a very potent 

oncolytic virus a TLS seems possible and therefore an antidot should be 

available. Ganciclovir proved to be a possible candidate for inhibiting T-VEC 

function in neuroendocrine tumor (NET) cell lines (Kloker et al., 2019). Ganciclovir 

is a nucleoside analog of guanine, which is incorporated into the elongating viral 

DNA and therefore inhibits the replication of the virus by slowing down the 

synthesis of viral DNA (Crumpacker, 1996). 

1.2.5.2 Immunotherapy with T-VEC  

T-VEC has been approved in the USA and the EU for the treatment of advanced 

metastatic melanoma, which cannot be removed by surgery. Its clinical efficiency 

and safety have been proven in many clinical phase-I, -II and -III trails. A phase-

I study showed good toleration and safe administration even when applied 
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intratumoral every 2-3 weeks and also could achieve a stabilization of the tumor 

(Hu et al., 2006). These results led to further investigations in a phase-II study, 

where patients with advanced melanoma were treated successfully with intra-

tumoral injections (Senzer et al., 2009). The phase-III study finally leading to the 

approval was the randomized OPTiM study, where the efficiency of intratumoral 

T-VEC injection was compared to subcutaneous GM-CSF injection. The study 

could prove, that T-VEC is well tolerated, had an higher durable response rate 

and a longer median OS (Andtbacka et al., 2013). 

By now clinical studies could also show, that therapy approaches combining intra-

tumorally injected T-VEC with immune checkpoint inhibitors, like anti-CTLA-4 

(Ipilimumab) or anti-PD-1 (Pembrolizumab), result in better response rates than 

either of one given alone (Chesney et al., 2018, Ribas et al., 2017). 

1.3 The bromodomain and extraterminal domain proteins 

Bromodomain and extraterminal domain (BET) proteins are characterized by the 

existence of two tandem bromodomains, an extraterminal domain as well as a  

C-terminal domain (Stathis and Bertoni, 2018). Members of this family include the 

Bromodomain-containing proteins BRD2, BRD3, BRD4 and the Bromodomain 

testis-specific protein BRDT. 

The first BET protein was found in 1986 in a drosophila encoded by the gen fs(1)h 

(Digan et al., 1986). A few years later a similar gene was found, now known as 

BRD2, encoding for a nuclear kinase in a human cell line which is thought to play 

an important role in cell growth control (French, 2016, Denis and Green, 1996).  

For NUT carcinoma especially the BRD4 protein plays an important role, as in 

around 70 % of all known NC cases the NUT protein forms a fusion protein with 

BRD4. Therefore, it is not surprising that this protein was first found in human cell 

lines in the context of NC research (French et al., 2001). 

Three of the four human BET proteins (BRD2, BRD3, BRD4) are found 

ubiquitously in human tissues; BRDT, the fourth human BET protein, is only 

present in the testes and rarely in tumors (Stonestrom et al., 2016). 
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In order to modify the transcription rates of certain genes and thereby influence 

cell growth, the BRD4 requires its two bromodomains, which have various amino 

acid sequences. With these bromodomains BRD4 binds to acetylated histones, 

thereby being capable to distinguish between different acetylation patterns (Dey 

et al., 2003). This mechanism of binding to the chromosomes is maintained 

during mitosis, which is why BET proteins are thought to be important for cellular 

transcriptional memory (Yang et al., 2008). 

By inhibiting BET proteins, it has been shown that these proteins also have an 

inflammatory effect, because their inhibition led to a decrease of pro-inflammatory 

cytokines (Nicodeme et al., 2010). Furthermore, a higher transcription of pro-

inflammatory genes by BRD4 was found (Huang et al., 2009). 

1.3.1 Inhibitors of the BET protein family 

Nicodeme et al. were the first to synthetically generate an iBET compound, which 

was found to suppress inflammations and therefore could help against bacteria-

induced sepsis (Nicodeme et al., 2010). 

The BRD4 protein is essential for many tumors including NC to archive their 

increased proliferation rates by inducing higher transcription rates of the MYC 

gene. So, it was tested if inhibition of this protein could lead to a decreased 

proliferation. In a first approach, the newly developed iBET JQ1 was proven to 

initiate differentiation as well as cause growth arrest in NC cells and mice 

xenograft models (Filippakopoulos et al., 2010). Later, it was shown in gastric 

and ovarian cancer cells that a reason of the decreasing proliferation is the 

induction of cellular senescence (Dong et al., 2018, Liu et al., 2018).  

The promising results of the drug’s efficacy in NC tumor cells led to a huge 

increase of interest in BET inhibitors. For this reason, iBET were tested in other 

MYC-dependent tumors like leukemia (Zuber et al., 2011) or multiple myeloma 

(Chaidos et al., 2014) and the number of clinical trials increased, mostly including 

patients with solid tumors, especially with NC (Doroshow et al., 2017). These 

clinical trials could show an extension of progression-free survival (PFS) in NC 

patients, but permanent tumor remission was rarely achieved. 
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Still, there are two other major problems with the usage of iBET for cancer 

therapy: Firstly, as already mentioned, BET proteins are ubiquitously present in 

human tissues. Secondly, secondary resistance has been observed in cancer 

cells treated with iBET. The ubiquitous presentation of BET proteins leads to a 

lot of unwanted side effects, most important a thrombocytopenia, limiting the 

administrable dose of the drug and therefore the effect on cancer cells 

(Napolitano et al., 2019). By performing CRISPR and ORF (open reading frame) 

screening for more than 900 genes known to be tumor drivers, five pathways 

were identified leading to resistance of NC cells to iBET (Liao et al., 2018). One 

of these pathways is the preservation of MYC function during BRD4 inhibition by 

finding ways to bypass the need of BRD4 for MYC transcription. This is for 

example achieved by increasing the Wnt/β-catenin signaling (Fong et al., 2015), 

the NF-kB (Wu et al., 2018) or the BLC2 pathways (Esteve-Arenys et al., 2018). 

These findings led to further studies combining iBET therapy with other agents to 

overcome the bypass. 

1.3.1.1 Approaches combining iBET with other agents to heighten the 

efficiency 

Since iBET proved to be suitable for reducing the tumor burden, but also proved 

to be an inadequate therapy for treating NC alone, researchers began to 

investigate whether synergistic activity with other agents could increase 

therapeutic efficiency.  

As immune checkpoint inhibitors had a great breakthrough in cancer therapy over 

the past years, showing great efficiency in many different tumors, these 

substances were also tested in combination with iBET. iBET JQ1 combined with 

a PD-1 blockade was shown to lead to a further reduction of tumor mass in non-

small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) mouse models (Adeegbe et al., 2018). 

Synergistic effects of combined iBET and HDACi therapy, both substances that 

have already shown promising effects in NC therapy, were also found in mouse 

models of lymphoma (Bhadury et al., 2014). As another substance class that has 

already demonstrated positive effects in NC, CDK inhibitors showed synergistic 

effects with iBET when tested in NC cell lines and xenograft mouse models (Liao 
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et al., 2018). In a review of Bechter and Schöffski preclinical studies testing iBET 

in combination with a variety of other therapy approaches are described (Bechter 

and Schöffski, 2020). As this review indicates, combination approaches are 

mostly limited to other agents targeting the molecular pathways, while only 

immune checkpoint blockade was tested as a representative of immunotherapy. 

Therefore, more research is needed on this field. 

1.4 Objective 

Despite increased efforts to find an efficient therapy leading to a prolonged overall 

survival in the last years, the prognosis of patients with NUT carcinomas (NC) is 

still poor and the tumor itself is not curable. Hence, novel treatment regimens are 

urgently needed. Since oncolytic virotherapy already achieved encouraging 

results in other malignant neoplasms with the MYC oncogene locus as a leading 

driver of tumor cell proliferation, such as medulloblastoma (Lal et al., 2018), it 

was hoped that human NC cell lines would also respond well to oncolytic 

virotherapy.  

In a first step, human NC cell lines were infected with different oncolytic DNA- 

and RNA-viruses to generate so-called “virograms”. Thereby, it was intended to 

identify a distinct virotherapeutic agent showing the most promising oncolytic 

effect on each and every human NC cell line. Human NC cell lines with the two 

most common translocations, exhibiting fusion proteins BRD4-NUT or BRD3-

NUT, were selected to build up a respective test platform.  

In a second step, it was planned to test also monotherapies with two different 

BET inhibitors (iBET) on a panel of human NC cell lines by employing compounds 

BI894999 (provided by Boehringer-Ingelheim, Vienna, Austria) and GSK525762 

(provided by Glaxo-Smith-Kline, London-Brendford, Great Britain). The aim of 

these experiments was to find out, if inhibition of BET proteins leads to an 

enhanced differentiation, determined by slowing down the growth rates of tumor 

cells. 

Since iBET compounds so far have not been found to achieve long-lasting tumor 

remissions, the third part of this thesis was to find out, if the combination of 
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oncolytic viruses with iBET compounds could result in an increased rate of 

oncolysis on the NC cell lines when compared to the respective monotherapies.
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2 Material and methods 

2.1 Materials 

2.1.1 NUT carcinoma cell lines 

Table 2: NUT carcinoma cell lines used in this thesis  

Name 
Cell culture 
medium 

Growth Morphology 

HCC2429 † DMEM +  

10 % FCS 

Adherent  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

143100 † DMEM +  

10 % FCS 

Adherent  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

690100 † DMEM +  

10 % FCS 

Adherent  
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Ty-82 * RPMI 1640 

+ 10 % FCS 

Semi-

adherent 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10326 † DMEM +  

10 % FCS 

Floating  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

† Cell lines kindly provided by Prof. Christopher A. French (Brigham and Women’s Hospital and Harvard 
Medical School. 

* Cell line purchased from JRCB Cell Bank (JCRB No.: JCRB1330). 

2.1.2 Viruses 

Table 3: Oncolytic viruses used in this thesis. 

Name 
Gene 
disruptions 

Gene 
insertions 

Source 

MeV-GFP none GFP (Scheubeck et al., 2019) 

GLV-0b347 J2R TurboFP635 Genelux Corporation, 

San Diego, CA, USA 

T-VEC ICP 34.5,  

ICP 47 

GM-CSF Amgen®, Thousand 

Oaks, CA, USA 
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2.1.3 Media, sera and buffer 

DMEM      Sigma-Aldrich 

RPMI 1640      Gibco 

FCS       Sigma-Aldrich 

Opti-MEM      Gibco 

PBS (cell culture use)    Sigma-Aldrich 

Accutase® Solution     Sigma-Aldrich 

0.05 % Trypsin-EDTA    Sigma-Aldrich 

2.1.3.1 Self-made solutions 

PBS (non-cell culture use) 

 NaCl     137 mM (8 g) 

 KCl     2.7 mM (0.2 g) 

 Na2HPO4    10 mM (1.44 g) 

 KH2PO4    1.8 mM (0.24 g) 

 H2Odd     filled up to 1 l 

2.1.4 Chemicals 

Acetic Acid (glacial) 100%    Merck 

Antifect® N liquid     Schülke & Mayr  

Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)   AppliChem 

Isopropanol (70 %)     SAV Liquid Production 

Hydrochloric acid fuming 37%   Merck 

KCl       Carl ROTH 

NaCl       Merck 

Na2HPO4    Merck 

PFA (4%)      Otto Fischar GmbH 
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Secusept      ECOLAB 

Sulforhodamine B (SRB)    Sigma-Aldrich 

Trichloroacetic acid (TCA)    Carl ROTH 

Trizma® Base (TRIS)    Sigma-Aldrich 

Trypan Blue      Sigma-Aldrich 

2.1.4.1 Self-made solutions 

TCA solution (10 %) 

TCA     100 g 

H2Odd     filled up to 1 l 

SRB staining solution (0.4 % in 1 % acetic acid)  

SRB     4 g 

Acetic acid    10 ml 

H2Odd     filled up to 1 l 

TRIS base (10 mM) 

TRIS     1.21 g 

H2Odd     filled up to 1 l 

pH      10.5 

2.1.5 Laboratory equipment 

Autoclave 3850 EL     Systec 

Centrifuge      Eppendorf / Heraeus 

Fluorescence Microscope    Olympus 

Freezing container Mr. Frosty   Nalgene 

Hemocytometer     Hecht Assistant 

Incubator (37 °C, 5 % CO2, > 95 % Humidity) Memmert / Sanyo / Heraeus 

Laminar Flow Work Bench    Heraeus 
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Light Microscope CK40    Olympus 

Multichannel Pipette (100 µl, 1200 µl)  Eppendorf 

Multistepper Pipette     Eppendorf / BrandTech 

pH-Meter      HANNA instruments 

Multi-Detection Microplate Reader 
Synergy HT with GEN 5 1.11 Software  BioTek 

Pipette Boy      Integra 

Pipettes (10 µl, 100 µl, 200 µl, 1000 µl)  Eppendorf 

Refrigerator (-18 °C, -80 °C, -120 °C)  Liebherr 

Shaker      Heidolph 

Sonifier      Branson Ultrasonics 

Varioklav      H.P. Medizintechnik 

Vortex mixer      NeoLab 

Water Bath 3042 (37 °C)    Köttermann 
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2.2 Methods 

2.2.1 Cell culture 

2.2.1.1 General cell culture 

The cells were cultivated in tissue culture flasks (75 mm2 / 150 mm2) in 

Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium - high glucose (DMEM) or Roswell Park 

Memorial Institute (RPMI) containing 10 % Fetal Calf Serum (FCS) (in the 

following referred to as “cell culture medium”) (see 2.1.1). They were stored in an 

incubator at 37 °C in a humidified atmosphere with 5 % CO2. The cell growth was 

estimated once a day by light microscopy with 4x magnification. When the cell 

layer was confluent the cells were passaged, which was necessary approximately 

twice a week.  

For passaging the adherent cells were washed with warmed (37 °C) sterile 

phosphate buffered saline (PBS). Afterwards warmed 0.05 % trypsin-EDTA was 

added onto the cell layer to detach the cells from the flask. After 4 min of 

incubation, trypsin was diluted with cell culture medium for inactivation. The 

suspension was transferred into a conical tube and centrifuged at 1000 

revolutions per minute (rpm) for 4 min. The supernatant was removed. The cell 

pellet was suspended with cell culture medium and depending on the desired 

dilution factor a certain amount of the cell suspension was transferred into the 

tissue culture flask, which was filled up with cell culture medium. 

For the semi-adherent cell line, the supernatant containing floating cells was 

centrifuged as well, so floating cells were not discarded.  

The suspension cell line was split by taking out a part of the cell solution of the 

tissue culture flask and replacing it with fresh cell culture medium. 

2.2.1.2 Cryoconservation of cells  

As the doubling time of the used cell lines increased with the number of passages, 

it was necessary to freeze cells with a low passage count for later use. Therefore, 

a cell pellet was prepared as described above (see 2.2.1.1). The pellet was 

suspended with freezing solution (10 % Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), 20 % FCS, 

70 % DMEM / RPMI). 1 ml of the solution was filled into cryoconservation tubes, 
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which were stored in a freezing container at -80 °C. After 24 h the frozen cells 

were transferred to -145 °C. 

2.2.1.3 Thawing of cells 

To reculture cells with a lower passage number, the frozen cells were thawed in 

a water bath. The cell suspension was mixed with 8 ml warmed cell culture 

medium and centrifuged for 4 min at 1000 rpm. The supernatant was removed, 

and the cell pellet was resuspended in cell culture medium. The cell suspension 

was transferred into a new tissue culture flask. Before the thawed cells could be 

used for further experiments, they had to be passaged at least once. 

2.2.1.4 Determining the concentration of cells via cell counting 

For quantification of the cell number 10 µl of cell solution and 90 µl of trypan blue 

were mixed (dilution factor 1/10). When less than 10 cells / ml were counted, the 

dilution factor had to be lowered to achieve a more accurate cell count. The cells 

were counted using an improved Neubauer hemocytometer. The Neubauer 

hemocytometer was arranged by attaching a moistened cover glass on the 

hemocytometer. 10 µl of the prepared solution were pipetted under the cover 

glass. The vital cells, being not colored by trypan blue in contrast to the dead 

cells, were counted in four large squares of the hemocytometer (Figure 7). As 

one large square contains the volume of 0.1 µl, the cell concentration per ml could 

be calculated with the following formula: 

 

𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 ×  10,000 ×  𝐷𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑠𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑠
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Figure 7: Grid of the improved Neubauer hemocytometer. 

All cells in the four large squares (marked with 1 mm2) in the corners of the chamber are counted. 
Image taken from https://www.hemocytometer.org/hemocytometer-square-size/ (22.10.2019) 
 

2.2.1.5 Seeding cells for infection 

24 h before infection or treatment a defined number of cells had to be seeded into 

cell culture plates, the number of wells depending on the later performed assay. 

For seeding, cells were counted as described in 2.2.1.1. Subsequently, a dilution 

with cell culture medium was prepared containing a defined number of cells per 

ml adjusted to fit the well size and the doubling time of the cell line. So, for 

different assay types, different plates and cell numbers were required (Table 4). 

  

https://www.hemocytometer.org/hemocytometer-square-size/
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Table 4: Conditions used for the different assay types 

Assay Type Used plate 
Amount of 
medium / 
well 

Cell line 
Number of 
seeded  
cells / well 

SRB-Assay, 

IFN- ELISA 

24-Well-Plate 

clear, flat 
bottom 

500 µl HCC2429 4 x 104 cells / well 

143100 4 x 104 cells / well 

690100 4 x 104 cells / well 

RealTime-
Glo™ MT   
Cell Viability 
Assay 

96-Well-Plate 

White walled, 
clear flat 
bottom 

50 µl Ty-82 4 x 104 cells / well 

143100 5 x 103 cells / well 

100 µl 10326 2 x 104 cells / well 

xCELLigence® 

Assay 
E-96-well-
plate 

200 µl HCC2429 5 x 103 cells / well 

143100 5 x 103 cells / well 

690100 5 x 103 cells / well 

2.2.2 Virological methods 

2.2.2.1 Infection of adherent cells with MeV-GFP 

The cells seeded in cell culture plates (see 2.2.1.5) were infected with five 

different MOIs (multiplicity of infection) (MOI 10, 1, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001), MOI 1 

meaning 1 virus particle per cell, plus a negative control (MOCK). To prepare the 

MOIs the virus (stored at -80 °C) was thawed in the water bath and viral particles 

were added to Opti-MEM in a concentration corresponding to the highest MOI. 

The other MOIs were prepared in a 1 to 10 dilution series. 

Before the virus containing solution was given onto the cell layer, cells were 

washed with warmed PBS. In each case four wells were infected with 250 µl of a 

virus- or MOCK-solution. After 3 h of incubation in an incubator the inoculum was 

removed and replaced with 500 µl of cell culture medium. The cells were then 

further incubated for 72 or 96 hours in an incubator. 
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Figure 8: Setting of MeV-GFP single agent treatment for adherent cell lines. 

hpi: hours post infection 
 

2.2.2.2 Infection of adherent cells with GLV-0b347 or T-VEC 

Before GLV-0b347 or T-VEC (both stored at -80 °C) could be used for infection 

of seeded cells (see 2.2.1.5), they had to be sonicated for 30 seconds. The 

sonication was necessary to dissolve viral aggregates. After sonication the MOIs 

could be prepared as above (see 2.2.2.1) using DMEM + 2 % FCS (for GLV-

0b347) / DMEM (for T-VEC) as medium instead of Opti-MEM. The MOIs used 

were MOI 1, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001 and 0.0001. 

 

Figure 9: Setting of GLV-0b347 and T-VEC single agent treatment for adherent cell lines. 

hpi: hours post infection 
 

2.2.2.3 Infection of non-adherent cell lines with MeV-GFP, GLV-0b347 or 

T-VEC 

As the non-adherent cell lines Ty-82 and 10326 could not be washed with PBS, 

the inoculum was prepared in cell culture medium and then added to the cells. 

Because medium could not be changed afterwards either, the virus containing 

medium was left with the cells until the end of the incubation time. 

0- 24 h 24 hpi 48 hpi 

plating

Infection with
MeV-GFP

Medium 
change

96 hpi  72 hpi  3 hpi 

Fixation and readout after 96 h

Fixation and readout after 72 h

0- 24 h 24 hpi 48 hpi 

plating

Infection with
GLV-0b347 / T-VEC 

Medium 
change

96 hpi  72 hpi  

1 hpi 

Fixation and readout after 96 h

Fixation and readout after 72 h
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Figure 10: Setting of MeV-GFP, GLV-0b347 and T-VEC single agent treatment for non-adherent cell lines. 

hpi: hours post infection 
 

2.2.3 Methods of molecular treatment approaches 

2.2.3.1 Treatment of cells with BET-inhibitors 

In this thesis two different BET-inhibitors were used: The compound BI894999 

(generated by Boehringer-Ingelheim, Vienna, Austria) and GSK525762 

(generated by Glaxo-Smith-Kline, London-Brendford, Great Britain). The 

dissolved iBET were stored at -20 °C at a concentration of 10 mM. For treatment, 

the inhibitor was diluted with cell culture medium to attain the desired 

concentrations. Cells were seeded in 24 well plates (see 2.2.1.5) and incubated 

for 24 h. Then medium was removed and the iBET solution was directly pipetted 

onto the cell layer. After the treatment, the cells were incubated for 24 h, 48 h,  

72 h or 96 h in an incubator. 

 

Figure 11: Setting of iBET single agent treatment for adherent cell lines. 

 

0- 24 h 24 hpi 48 hpi 

plating

Infection with
OV

96 hpi  72 hpi  

Fixation and readout after 96 h

0- 24 h 24 h 48 h 

plating

Treatment 
with iBET

96 h  72 h  

96 h

72 h

48 h

Fixation and readout after

24 h
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2.2.4 Combinatory treatment of seeded cells with BET-inhibitors and 

oncolytic viruses 

After the suitable concentrations of iBET and virus were found in preliminary 

experiments, leaving around 75 % of the cells viable in comparison to the MOCK 

value, experiments combining both approaches could be started. 

Two different concentrations of iBET were tested with one MOI of the oncolytic 

viruses. As controls MOCK, monoinfection with OV and monotreatment with both 

concentrations of iBET were needed. As for the monotherapeutic approaches the 

cells were seeded in 24 well pates (see 2.2.1.5) and infected at 24 h after seeding. 

The virus and MOCK solutions were prepared as described in 2.2.2. First, the 

medium was taken off and either 250 µl virus or MOCK solution were given onto 

the cell layer. After 3 h (for MeV-GFP) or 1 h (for GLV-0b347 and T-VEC) the 

inoculum was taken off again and replaced by medium containing the BET-

inhibitor (preparation see 2.2.3.1). The plates were incubated for either 72 or 96 

hours post infection (hpi) in an incubator. 

The settings are visualized in Figure 8 and Figure 9. But instead of “medium 

change” after 1 h respectively 3 h medium containing iBET was added. 

2.2.5 Analysis of cell viability 

2.2.5.1 Transmitted light and fluorescence photography 

To visualize virus proliferation and the cell death, phase contrast and 

fluorescence photos of the same regions of the wells were taken. MeV-GFP 

expresses green fluorescent protein (GFP), GLV-0b347 encodes a far-red mutant 

of the red fluorescent protein from sea anemone Entacmaea quadricolor 

(turboFP635). As the T-VEC virus as well as the iBETs did not have a fluorescent 

marker only phase contrast photos were taken. 

2.2.5.2 Determining cell mass via Sulforhodamine B cytotoxicity assay 

Using the SRB assay, first described by Skehan et al., the cytotoxicity of solutions 

can be portrayed (Skehan et al., 1990): After infection or treatment and the 

following incubation the remaining viable cell mass was quantified by staining the 

cells with Sulforhodamine B (SRB). First, cells were washed with cold (4 °C) PBS 
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and covered with 250 µl of cold 10 % trichloroacetic acid (TCA) for at least  

30 min at 4 °C to make the cell membrane porous. Next, the TCA was removed, 

and the wells were washed thrice with tap water. After washing, the plates were 

dried for at least 3 h in a drying chamber at 40 °C.  

The dried wells were filled with 250 µl SRB staining solution per well, which was 

removed after a minimum of 15 min. Now, the wells were washed three times 

with 1 % acidic acid to remove unbound staining solution. The plates were dried 

again in the drying chamber for at least 3 h. 

Subsequently, the stained cells were covered with 1-2 ml 10 mM Tris pH 10.5 

solution, as in this basic condition the stain fixated in the cells dissolved again. 

The plates were incubated for at least 10 min on a shaker until the color was 

evenly distributed in the fluid. The amount of Tris was estimated due to the 

amount of stain fixated by the cells, which was necessary as the resulting optical 

density is only linear until a measured optical density of 2. 80 µl of solution were 

transferred into a transparent flat-bottom 96-well-plate in technical duplicates.  

The optical density was measured at a wavelength of 550 nm with the microplate 

reader. 

2.2.5.3 Determining cell mass via RealTime-Glo™ MT Cell Viability Assay 

The assay was used as an end-point assay. The 2x RealTime-Glo™ reagent was 

prepared according to the manufacturer´s instructions. To get 1x concentration 

of the solution, the same volume of 2x RealTime-Glo™ reagent, that was already 

in the well in medium, was given in each well. The luminescence then was 

measured in the microplate reader after 10 min, 30 min, 60 min and every 

following 60 min until the luminescence signal weakened again. The 

measurement resulting in the highest luminescence signal was used, as this way 

the background was blanked as good as possible and the differences between 

the different treatment approaches were presented best.  

2.2.5.4 Determining cell proliferation under iBET treatment via 

xCELLigence® assay 

To determine the rate of cell proliferation the xCELLigence® assay was used. 
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To get reasonable results, first, the appropriate cell number, where cells remained 

in an exponential growth phase during the whole measurement period, had to be 

found out. Cells were counted as described in 2.2.1.4. The E-96-Well-Plate was 

prepared by pipetting 150 µl of PBS in the interspaces between the wells and  

50 µl of cell culture medium into each well as a background. The background was 

determined by a single measurement in the xCELLigence®-reader. Then, 150 µl 

of cell solution (preparation see 2.2.1.5) were pipetted into the wells with cell 

numbers ranging from 1 x 103 to 2 x 104 per well (3 wells per concentration), 

leaving the side wells with only background medium. The cell impedance was 

measured in the xCELLigence®-reader over 96 h in 30 min intervals. 

In the second approach, the suitable cell number identified before was treated 

with different concentrations of the iBET compound. For this experiment the  

E-96-well-plate was prepared for the background measurement as described 

above. Afterwards again 150 µl of cell solution, this time containing the same 

number of cells for each well, were pipetted into each well. The cell impedance 

was now measured for 24 h in 30 min intervals in the xCELLigence®-reader. After 

24 h, 20 µl cell culture medium containing different iBET concentrations, which 

led to a reduction of cell mass between 10 % and 60 % in the monotherapy 

experiments analyzed via SRB assay, were added to the medium (4 wells per 

concentration). As the old medium could not be taken off, the iBET concentrations 

were prepared 10x higher than needed and an amount equaling 1/10 of the 

amount of medium already present in the well, was pipetted on top of the old 

medium. This treatment had to be performed within 30 min between two sweeps, 

so a gapless result could be obtained at the end of the experiment. The 

proliferation of the treated cells was measured for another 96 h in 30 min 

intervals, resulting in a total of 241 single measurements. 

2.2.6 Molecular biology methods 

2.2.6.1 IFN- ELISA 

Cells were seeded in 24 well plates (see 2.2.1.5) and infected with OV (see 2.2.2) 

and / or treated with iBET (see 2.2.3.1). After 24, 48, 72 and 96 h supernatants 

were harvested and centrifuged at 4500 rpm for 5 min. Afterwards the 
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supernatant was pipetted into a new Eppendorf tube, which were stored at  

-80 °C until the assay was performed. 

For the determination of the interferon  concentration in each sample the 

VeriKineTM Human IFN Beta ELISA Kit (pbl assay science) was used according 

to the manufacturer´s protocol. 

2.2.7 Statistical analysis 

The results were analyzed using an ordinary one-way ANOVA with multiple 

comparisons in GraphPad Prism version 8.00 for Windows (GraphPad Software, 

San Diego, California, USA, www.graphpad.com). The Bonferroni Test was used 

for correction of the p-value. For the monotherapy experiments all different MOIs 

respectively concentrations were compared with the MOCK value. For the 

combinatory treatment of T-VEC + Ganciclovir, the MOCK value was compared 

to every single Ganciclovir treatment and the T-VEC value was compared to all 

T-VEC + Ganciclovir combinatory treatments. For the combinatory treatment four 

comparisons were performed: virus vs. virus + iBET low concentration, virus vs. 

virus + iBET high concentration, iBET low concentration vs. virus + iBET low 

concentration, iBET high concentration vs. virus + iBET high concentration. 

To calculate the half maximal inhibitory concentration (IC50), the data was 

analyzed in GraphPad Prism 8 with a non-linear regression using the 

predetermined formula “log[Inhibitor] vs. response - Variable slope (four 

parameters)”. For more accurate results the used concentrations of the inhibitor 

were transformed to log(x); due to the calculation of log(x) for “0” is impossible, 

these values were set as “1 x 10-10”. 
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3 Results 

3.1 Cell proliferation of NC cell lines HCC2429, 143100 and 690100 

To achieve good results in the xCELLigence® experiments of the same cell lines 

when treated with the iBET, first, the proliferation activity of the cell lines in the  

E-96-well-plate with different cell densities had to be monitored. Thereby it was 

important, to seed as many cells as possible without having to face a proliferation 

stop due to a too high cell density or shortage of medium. That these problems 

occurred became apparent when the impedance curve changed from a linear 

growth to a sigmoidal curve.  
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Figure 12: Cell proliferation of the NC cell lines HCC2429, 143100 and 690100.  

Different cell numbers of the NUT carcinoma cell lines HCC2429, 143100 and 690100 were seeded in 
xCELLigence® E-96-well-plates. The impedance was measured for 96 h using the xCELLigence RTCA SP 
system. Displayed are mean values and SD of one experiment in which each number of cells was measured 
in quintuplicates.  

 

As a result, 5,000 cells / well seemed to be the optimal number of cells for further 

experiments. At higher cell numbers the growth curve was no longer linear, while 

with a lower cell number, changes in the growth behavior would not have become 

as visible as with 5,000 cells (Figure 12). 

3.2 Cytotoxic effect of oncolytic viruses on NC cell lines 

To find out, whether immunovirotherapeutics can play a role in the therapy of NC, 

the cytotoxic potential of three different oncolytic viruses (MeV-GFP, GLV-0b347 

and T-VEC) on three NC cell lines (HCC2429, 143100, 690100) containing the 

BRD4-NUT fusion protein was tested using the Sulforhodamine B (SRB) assay. 

For each virus five different multiplicities of infection (MOIs) were used, ranging 

from MOI 0.001 - MOI 10 for MeV-GFP and from MOI 0.0001 - MOI 1 for  

GLV-0b347 and T-VEC. The remnant cell mass was measured at 72 hpi and  

96 hpi. 

For the two non-adherent NC cell lines Ty-82 (BRD4-NUT) and 10326  

(BRD3-NUT) the RealTime-GloTM cell viability assay was performed as the SRB 

assay is only suitable for cell lines with adherent growth. The same MOIs were 

used as for the other cell lines, but the readout was only carried out at 96 hpi. 

These further experiments were performed to get a broader insight in the 

generality of the results obtained with the first three cell lines. Also, differences in 

the response of cell lines with BRD3-NUT compared to BRD4-NUT translocation 

were of interest.  
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3.2.1 Cytotoxic effect of MeV-GFP, GLV-0b347 and T-VEC on NC cell line 

HCC2429 

 

Figure 13: NC cell line HCC2429 infected with oncolytic viruses. 

The NUT carcinoma cell line HCC2429 was infected with the oncolytic measles vaccine virus MeV-GFP 
(upper panel), the oncolytic vaccinia vaccine virus GLV-0b347 (middle panel) and the oncolytic herpes 
simplex virus T-VEC (lower panel) at indicated multiplicities of infection (MOI). Remaining cell masses were 
measured at 72 hpi and 96 hpi via Sulforhodamine B (SRB) assay. Displayed are mean values and SD of 
two (72 hpi) and three (96 hpi) independent experiments performed in quadruplicates. 50 % remaining cell 

mass is indicated by dotted lines. MOCK: uninfected control (black columns). Statistical significance: ✱: p ≤ 

0.05; ✱✱: p ≤ 0.01; ✱✱✱: p ≤ 0.001; ✱✱✱✱: p ≤ 0.0001 - non-significant results are not indicated; 

significance is only displayed when a change to the next lower MOI occurred. 
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The NC cell line HCC2429 reacted to all tested oncolytic viruses in a MOI 

dependent manner, but the MOI values to achieve a remaining cell mass of  

< 50 % varied highly between the different oncolytic viruses: T-VEC proved to be 

the most effective therapeutic agent, followed by GLV-0b347, and the highest 

MOI for a significant reduction of cell mass was needed for MeV-GFP as 

displayed in Figure 13. 

For MeV-GFP low MOIs of 0.001 and 0.01 did not lead to a significant reduction 

of cell mass. Starting at MOI 0.1, a MOI dependent decrease of cell mass could 

be observed at 72 hpi. Infection at MOI 0.1 reduced the cell mass to 85 %, at  

MOI 1 to 54 % and after infection at MOI 10 the remaining cell mass was only  

14 % when compared to the mock infected control. Of note, in all concentrations 

the longer incubation time of 96 hpi could not lead to a further reduction of cell 

mass compared to the results after 72 hpi. 

In contrast, GLV-0b347 already significantly reduced the cell mass at MOI of 0.01 

(68 % at 72 hpi, 51 % at 96 hpi in comparison to MOCK). The lower tested  

MOIs 0.0001 and 0.001 did not lead to any noteworthy reduction of cell mass. 

When using higher MOIs of 0.1 and 1 nearly no cells were viable at 96 hpi (9 % 

and 4 %, respectively). 

T-VEC showed even stronger oncolytic effects: Even a MOI of 0.001 already 

decreased the viable cell mass to 43 % at 72 hpi, MOI 0.01 led to a reduction of 

the remaining cell mass to 8 %. These effects were enhanced at 96 hpi: While 

MOI 0.0001 only reduced the cell mass to 85 % at 72 hpi, at 96 hpi a decrease 

to 26 % was observed. A high dropdown was also detected at MOI 0.001 (43 % 

at 72 hpi to 7 % at 96 hpi). When using higher MOIs of 0.01, 0.1 and 1 the 

remaining cell mass was already below 10 % at 72 hpi. 
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3.2.2 Cytotoxic effect of MeV-GFP, GLV-0b347 and T-VEC on NC cell line 

143100 

 

Figure 14: NC cell line 143100 infected with oncolytic viruses. 

The NUT carcinoma cell line 143100 was infected with the oncolytic measles vaccine virus MeV-GFP (upper 
panel), the oncolytic vaccinia vaccine virus GLV-0b347 (middle panel) and the oncolytic herpes simplex virus 
T-VEC (lower panel) at indicated multiplicities of infection (MOI). Remaining cell masses were measured at 
72 hpi and 96 hpi via Sulforhodamine B (SRB) assay. Displayed are mean values and SD of two (72 hpi) 
and three (96 hpi) independent experiments performed in quadruplicates. 50 % remaining cell mass is 

indicated by dotted lines. MOCK: uninfected control (black columns). Statistical significance: ✱: p ≤ 0.05; 

✱✱: p ≤ 0.01; ✱✱✱: p ≤ 0.001; ✱✱✱✱: p ≤ 0.0001 - nonsignificant results are not indicated; significance 

is only displayed when a change to the next lower MOI occurred. 
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Figure 14 indicates that all three tested immunovirotherapeutics lead to an 

induction of tumor cell death in the NC cell line 143100. Of note, T-VEC showed 

to be most powerful, followed by GLV-0b347 and MeV-GFP. Generally, the 

benefit of a longer incubation time of 96 hpi compared to 72 hpi was limited, with 

only selected MOIs showing a further reduction. 

When infected with MeV-GFP, a shrinkage of remnant tumor cell mass to < 50 % 

in comparison to the mock infected control could only be observed with a MOI of 

10 at 72 hpi, with no noteworthy further decrease at 96 hpi. While MOIs ranging 

from 0.001 to 0.1 did not show any effect at all, at MOI 1 MeV-GFP decreased 

the remaining cell mass to 81 % (72 hpi), respectively 68 % (96 hpi). 

For GLV-0b347 the reduction of remnant cell mass to < 50 % could already be 

seen at a MOI of 0.01, where in addition the tumor cell mass dropped for further 

21 % when comparing the results at 72 hpi and 96 hpi. The 10x lower MOI 0.001 

also showed a small effect, leaving 73 % cell mass at 96 hpi viable, an effect that 

got also visible for MeV-GFP with MOI 10 and MOI 1. At the highest tested MOIs 

of 0.1 and 1 the viable cell mass decreased to 15 % respectively 8% for both 

incubation times. 

For T-VEC, the effect of cell mass reduction to < 50 % at 72 hpi and further drop 

of ca. 20 % at 96 hpi became visible already at a MOI 0.0001. All higher tested 

MOIs (0.001 - 1) left no remarkable amount of viable tumor cells at both tested 

incubation times (4 - 9 %). 
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3.2.3 Cytotoxic effect of MeV-GFP, GLV-0b347 and T-VEC on NC cell line 

690100 

 

Figure 15: NC cell line 690100 infected with oncolytic viruses. 

The NUT carcinoma cell line 690100 was infected with the oncolytic measles vaccine virus MeV-GFP (upper 
panel), the oncolytic vaccinia vaccine virus GLV-0b347 (middle panel)) and the oncolytic herpes simplex 
virus T-VEC (lower panel) at indicated multiplicities of infection (MOI). Remaining cell masses were 
measured at 72 hpi and 96 hpi via Sulforhodamine B (SRB) assay. Displayed are mean values and SD of 
two (72 hpi) and three (96 hpi) independent experiments performed in quadruplicates. 50 % remaining cell 

mass is indicated by dotted lines. MOCK: uninfected control (black columns). Statistical significance: ✱: p ≤ 

0.05; ✱✱: p ≤ 0.01; ✱✱✱: p ≤ 0.001; ✱✱✱✱: p ≤ 0.0001 - non-significant results are not indicated; 

significance is only displayed when a change to the next lower MOI occurred. 
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The cell masses of the third tested NC cell line, 690100, could only be reduced 

to < 50 % in comparison to MOCK with two of the three tested immunoviro-

therapeutics at the tested MOIs (Figure 15).  

MeV-GFP did not reduce tumor cell masses at MOI 0.001 and MOI 0.01. At a 

MOI of 0.1, 78 % of the tumor cell mass was still viable, which got further reduced 

to 45 % at MOI 1 and 15 % at MOI 10 at 72 hpi, the results at 96 hpi only being 

slightly lower. 

Completely different results could be seen after infection with GLV-0b347: At  

72 hpi with none of the tested MOIs varying from 0.0001 to 1 a significant 

decrease of tumor cell mass got visible; at 96 hpi at least MOI 1 lead to a 

significant cell mass reduction to 72 % compared to the control. 

While the MOI of 0.0001 did not show a significant effect at neither 72 hpi nor  

96 hpi, at MOI 0.001 T-VEC lessened the tumor cell mass to 79 % at 72 hpi with 

an eminent further dropdown to 49 % at 96 hpi. With the MOIs 0.01 - 1 most cells 

were already killed at 72 hpi, but at 96 hpi an additional reduction of nearly 50 % 

(29 % to 15 % at MOI 0.01, 11 % to 6 % at MOI 0.1 and 6 % to 4 % at MOI 1) 

was viewable. 
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3.2.4 Comparison of the cytotoxic effect of different immunoviro-

therapeutics on adherent NC cell lines 

 

Figure 16: Comparison of the effect of oncolytic viruses on the NC cell lines HCC2429, 143100 and 690100.  

The NUT carcinoma cell lines HCC2429, 143100 and 690100 were infected with the oncolytic measles 
vaccine virus MeV-GFP (upper panel), the oncolytic vaccinia vaccine virus GLV-0b347 (middle panel) and 
the oncolytic herpes simplex virus T-VEC (lower panel) at indicated multiplicities of infection (MOI). The 
figure shows remaining cell masses measured via Sulforhodamine B (SRB) assay at 96 hpi. Displayed are 
mean values and SD of three independent experiments performed in quadruplicates. 50 % remaining cell 

mass is indicated by dotted lines. MOCK: uninfected control (black columns). Statistical significance: ✱: p ≤ 

0.05; ✱✱: p ≤ 0.01; ✱✱✱: p ≤ 0.001; ✱✱✱✱: p ≤ 0.0001 - non-significant results are not indicated; 

significance is only displayed when a change to the next lower MOI occurred. 

 

Generally, the obtained results lead to the conclusion that T-VEC is most efficient 

and led to highly reduced amounts of viable tumor cell masses in all of the cell 

lines even at very low MOIs (Figure 16). Hereby, the cell line 690100 proved to 

be least sensitive, as the MOI of 0.001 only led to a tumor cell mass reduction of 

51 % at 96 hpi, whereas a reduction of ca. 75 % could be observed in the two 

other cell lines even at a 10 times lower MOI of 0.0001. 

Also, when treated with GLV-0b347, the cell line 690100 reacted least sensitive. 

Here, the results obtained were even more diverging: The MOI of 0.01 reduced 
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the cell mass to 51 % in HCC2429 cells and even to 24 % in 143100 cells at 96 

hpi compared to MOCK, whereas in 690100 cells no effect was visible at all. Here, 

100x more virus particles (MOI 1) were needed to at least get a small decrease 

to 72 %. 

Interestingly, the infection with MeV-GFP showed a reverse response intensity 

as 690100 reacted most sensitive in these experiments: While at MOI 1 the 

detectable remnant cell mass was 68 % for 143100, respectively 59 % for 

HCC2429, only 34 % of the 690100 cells were still viable. 
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3.2.5 First studies on semi-adherent BRD4-NUT cell line Ty-82 

 

Figure 17: NC cell line Ty-82 infected with oncolytic viruses. 

The NUT carcinoma cell line Ty-82 was infected with the oncolytic measles vaccine virus MeV-GFP (upper 
panel), the oncolytic vaccinia vaccine virus GLV-0b347 (middle panel) and the oncolytic herpes simplex virus 
T-VEC (lower panel) at indicated multiplicities of infection (MOI). The remaining cell masses were measured 
at 96 hpi via RealTime-Glo™ MT cell viability assay. Displayed are values and SD of one experiment 
performed in triplicates. 50 % remaining cell mass is indicated by dotted lines. MOCK: uninfected control 

(black columns). Statistical significance: ✱: p ≤ 0.05; ✱✱: p ≤ 0.01; ✱✱✱: p ≤ 0.001; ✱✱✱✱: p ≤ 0.0001 - 

nonsignificant results are not indicated; significance is only displayed when a change to the next lower MOI 
occurred. 
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Figure 17 shows, that in NC cell line Ty-82 high MOIs of all three applied 

virotherapeutics led to a reduction of cell viability which was measured via the 

RealTime-GloTM MT cell viability assay. 

For MeV-GFP as well as for GLV-0b347 no effect got visible until the highest 

tested MOI of 10 or MOI of 1, respectively, where a significant decrease of viable 

cell masses to 23 %, respectively 40 % was measured. The lower tested MOIs 

did not show a MOI-dependent decrease of cell masses; MOI 0.01 of MeV-GFP 

even led to a significant increase of the cell mass compared to the MOCK treated 

control. 

T-VEC treatment, on the contrary, led to a MOI-dependent decrease of cell mass 

being significant for MOI 0.01 and higher. While at MOI 0.01 70 % of the cell mass 

was still viable, this amount further decreased to 20 % (MOI 0.1), and at a MOI 

of 1 only 5 % of the cell mass was still viable. 
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3.2.6 First studies on floating BRD3-NUT cell line 10326 

 

Figure 18: NC cell line 10326 infected with oncolytic viruses. 

The NUT carcinoma cell line 10326 was infected with the oncolytic measles vaccine virus MeV-GFP (upper 
panel), the oncolytic vaccinia vaccine virus GLV-0b347 (middle panel) and the oncolytic herpes simplex virus 
T-VEC (lower panel) at indicated multiplicities of infection (MOI). The remaining cell masses were measured 
at 96 hpi via RealTime-Glo™ MT cell viability assay. Displayed are values and SD of one experiment 
performed in triplicates. 50 % remaining cell mass is indicated by dotted lines. MOCK: uninfected control 

(black columns). Statistical significance: ✱: p ≤ 0.05; ✱✱: p ≤ 0.01; ✱✱✱: p ≤ 0.001; ✱✱✱✱: p ≤ 0.0001 - 

nonsignificant results are not indicated; significance is only displayed when a change to the next lower MOI 
occurred. 
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The viability of the BRD3-NUT cell line 10326 after infection with the different OVs 

was measured via RealTime-GloTM MT cell viability assay. Similar to Ty-82 cells, 

the non-adherent growth of the cell line 10326 did not allow the implementation 

of the SRB assay. 

It is notable that none of the tested MOIs of all three oncolytic viruses, MeV-GFP, 

GLV-0b347 and T-VEC, decreased the cell viability to < 50 % in comparison to 

the MOCK treated control (Figure 18). 

For all viruses it is also valid that only the highest tested MOI was able to achieve 

a significant reduction of the cell viability: MOI 10 of MeV-GFP led to a reduction 

to 56 % and MOI of 1 of T-VEC to 57 %. After GLV-0b347 infection with MOI 1 

still 73 % of the cells were viable. 

For all lower tested MOIs no MOI-dependent decrease of cell viability got visible; 

for MOI 1 of MeV-GFP even an increase in cell viability was measured, which 

was not significant though. 
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3.2.7 Comparison of SRB assay and RealTime-GloTM assay 

To see whether the results obtained via SRB assay are comparable to the results 

obtained via the RealTime-GloTM assay, the RealTime-GloTM assay was 

performed once with the adherent NC cell line 143100 (Figure 19). 

 

Figure 19: Comparison of the results measured via SRB assay and RealTime-GloTM assay. 

The NUT carcinoma cell line 143100 was treated with MeV-GFP (MOI 10). At 96 hpi the remnant cell mass 
was measured via SRB assay or the cell viability was measured via RealTime-Glo™ MT Cell Viability assay. 
SRB assay: Displayed are mean values and SD of three independent experiments performed in 
quadruplicates. RealTime-Glo™ assay: Displayed are mean values and SD of one experiment performed in 
triplicates. 50 % remaining cell mass is indicated by dotted lines. MOCK: uninfected control (black columns).  

 

When the remnant cell mass was measured via SRB assay, 22 % of the cell mass 

in comparison to the MOCK treated control was still viable (see 3.3.2). The cell 

viability measured via the RealTime-GloTM assay was found to be < 1 % of the 

MOCK treated control.  
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3.3 Effects of BET-inhibitors on proliferation and cell death of NC cell lines 

Even though BET-Inhibitors were already tested in multiple in vitro studies on 

NUT carcinoma cell lines and even first clinical trials are currently running, the 

effect of these specific inhibitors had to be tested on each cell line, to find the 

suitable concentrations for combinatorial treatment of oncolytic viruses and iBET. 

Two different iBET compounds, BI894999 (generated by Boehringer-Ingelheim, 

Vienna, Austria) and GSK525762 (generated by Glaxo-Smith-Kline, London-

Brendford, Great Britain), were used in this thesis. 

For both compounds the effect was tested via SRB assay at 24 h, 48 h, 72 h and 

96 h post treatment (see 2.2.3.1). In contrast to infection with oncolytic viruses, 

first, the suitable range of iBET concentrations had to be identified, as there was 

little previous knowledge about its efficiency. Therefore, experiments with 

concentrations varying between 0.05 nM and 2.5 µM (for BI894999) and  

0.001 µM and 10 µM (for GSK525762) respectively were performed. First, a 

broad range of concentrations was used, which was narrowed down in the 

following experiments to get more precise results. 

Additionally, an xCELLigence® assay was performed to monitor the real-time 

proliferation of the cell lines for 96 h post treatment with both iBET (see 2.2.5.4). 
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3.3.1 Reaction of NC cell line HCC2429 to iBET treatment 

 

Figure 20: NC cell line HCC2420 after treatment with BET inhibitors (iBET).  

NUT carcinoma cell line HCC2429 was treated with depicted concentrations of iBET BI894999 (left column) 
and iBET GSK525762 (“Molibresib”) (right column). (A) The remaining cell mass was measured via 
Sulforhodamine B assay at 24 h, 48 h, 72 h and 96 h after the treatment. Displayed are mean values and 
SD of at least three independent experiments performed in triplicates. 50 % remaining cell mass is indicated 
by dotted horizontal lines. MOCK: untreated control. (B) Real-time dynamic cell proliferation was monitored 
for 120 h using xCELLigence RTCA SP system. 24 h after seeding the iBET were added. For the iBET 
BI894999 one representative experiment out of two is shown. For GSK525762 only one proof-of-principle 
experiment was performed. Displayed are mean values and SD of one experiment performed in 
quadruplicates. Start of iBET treatment is indicated by dotted vertical lines. MOCK: untreated control.  

 

When using sub-nanomolar concentrations of BI894999 (0.05 - 1 nM) no 

significant reduction of cell mass was achieved irrespectively of the incubation 

time (Figure 20 A). The first noteworthy reduction of cell mass was seen at a 

concentration of 2.5 nM, where cell mass decreased to 62 % after 96 h. The 

shortest incubation time of 24 h did not lead to any effect, while the maximal 

reduction was reached after 48 h, and a longer incubation of 72 h or 96 h did not 

result in any further reduction of cell mass. At the highest tested concentration of 

5 nM the cell mass dropped to 48 % of control after 48 h. Only here, a further 

reduction to 28 % at 72 h of incubation could be noticed, which was similar to the 

result after 96 h (25 %). 
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The results for GSK525762 appeared similar regarding the different incubation 

times: While after 24 h only the highest tested concentration led to a minor cell 

mass reduction, after 48 h a dose dependent decrease of cell mass was observed 

starting at 0.1 µM. This effect was enhanced after 72 h whereas after 96 h no 

further reduction of cell mass was observed.  

Generally, higher concentrations of GSK5252762 than of BI894999 were needed 

to achieve cell mass reduction. Whereas the concentration of 0.1 µM still left ca. 

85 % of the cell viable at all timepoints ≥ 48 h, with the concentration of 0.25 µM 

a decrease to less than 50 % could be reached after 72 h of incubation. For this 

concentration an additional effect of 15 - 20 % further cell mass reduction after 

72 h of incubation compared to 48 h became visible. This enhancing effect could 

also be seen with all tested higher concentrations resulting in only 10 % viable 

cells with 10 µM iBET after 72 h. 

Interestingly, in the xCELLigence® assay no reduction of the impedance got 

visible (Figure 20 B). After iBET treatment at 24 h the treated cells show a 

concentration-dependent higher impedance signal compared to the control: The 

more inhibitor applied, the higher the signal. Interestingly, no increase of cell 

mass was observed at the 24 h post treatment measurement via SRB assay. 

After 120 h (96 h post iBET treatment) all groups ended with no significant 

difference between each other. These results were the same for both iBET tested, 

excluding the highest tested concentration of GSK525276 (1 µM) where a small 

decrease of the cell index after 120 h from 2.7 to 2.1 (78 % of MOCK value) got 

visible, which still showed no similarity to the SRB assay results in which after  

96 h of incubation a decrease in cell mass to 10 % was noticed.  
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3.3.1.1 IC50 values for the iBET in NC cell line HCC2429 

The data of the SRB-assay results described in 3.3.1 were also used for the 

calculation of the half maximal inhibitory concentration (IC50). Hereby, only the 

values of 96 h incubation time were taken into account. The data were 

transformed and plotted using a non-linear regression (see 2.2.8).  

 

Figure 21: Graph used for calculation of the IC50 values of iBET in NC cell line HCC2429. 

 

The IC50 values in the NC cell line HCC2429 were 2.835 nM for iBET BI894999 

and 0.219 µM for GSK525762 (Figure 21). 
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3.3.2 Reaction of NC cell line 143100 to iBET treatment 

 

Figure 22: NC cell line 143100 after treatment with BET inhibitors (iBET).  

NUT carcinoma cell line 143100 was treated with depicted concentrations of iBET BI894999 (left column) 
and iBET GSK525762 (“Molibresib”) (right column). (A) The remaining cell mass was measured via 
Sulforhodamine B assay at 24 h, 48 h, 72 h and 96 h after treatment. Displayed are mean values and SD of 
at least three independent experiments performed in triplicates. 50 % remaining cell mass is indicated by 
dotted horizontal lines. MOCK: untreated control. (B) Real-time dynamic cell proliferation was monitored for 
120 h using xCELLigence RTCA SP system. 24 h after seeding iBET were added. For the iBET BI894999 
one representative experiment out of two is shown. For GSK525762 only one proof-of-principle experiment 
was performed. Displayed are mean values and SD of one experiment performed in quadruplicates. Start of 
iBET treatment is indicated by dotted vertical lines. MOCK: untreated control. 

 

For NC cell line 143100 the two tested iBET led to a decreasing cell mass when 

applied in higher concentrations for at least 48 h, which can be seen in the SRB 

assay results (Figure 22 A) as well as in the xCELLigence® assay results (Figure 

22 B).  

For the SRB assay the iBET BI894999 started to take effect at a concentration of 

2.5 nM after 48 h (88 % remnant cell mass). The curve follows a for enzyme 

inhibition typical sigmoidal shape, leading to a decrease of cell mass to 42 % at 

the highest tested concentration of 50 nM after 48 h. The results for 72 h and  

96 h of incubation time were almost identical and followed the course of the 48 h 

results just leaving approximately 15 - 20 % less viable cells at a concentration 

of 5 nM and higher. 
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Essentially, these statements are also valid for iBET GSK525762. After 24 h no 

effect on the cell line was visible, independent of the applied concentration. While 

the lowest tested concentration of 0.1 µM did also not lead to effects at any 

incubation time, first effects became visible with 0.25 µM applied. While here still 

no differentiation between 48 h, 72 h and 96 h of incubation could be made (ca. 

80 % remnant cell mass at all three timepoints), the curves for 48 h and the two 

longer incubation times started to separate at 0.5 µM (remnant cell mass: 70 % 

after 48 h respectively ca. 55 % after 72 h / 96 h). This decrease continued for 

the higher concentrations of 1 µM and 10 µM, where after ≥ 72 h only 38 % and 

17 % of the cells were still viable, respectively. 

The findings of the SRB assay were confirmed by the xCELLigence® assay. For 

both iBET applies: The higher the inhibitor concentration applied the lower the 

cell index after 120 h was. But 12 h after the iBET were applied (36 h) first a faster 

increasing impedance signal could be detected. This higher signal lasted until  

60 h after seeding, at a high concentration of 10 µM GSK525762 it even lasted 

only until 48 h. Then, this increase for the treated cells slowed down. Interestingly, 

no increase of cell mass was observed at the 24 h post treatment measurement 

via SRB assay. In case of 10 nM and 25 nM BI894999 and 1 µM GSK525762 

respectively the cell mass even began to shrink again after 84 h. For 10 µM 

GSK5252762 this reduction of cell mass was noticed already after 60 h. The cell 

index at the endpoint of 120 h was 7.3 for MOCK as well as for 2.5 nM and 

dropped to 5.8 (79 % of MOCK) (5 nM), 3.9 (53 % of MOCK) (10 nM) respectively 

2.4 (33 % of MOCK) (25 nM) for BI894999. So, the cell index in percentage of 

MOCK was slightly higher than the remnant cell mass measured at the same 

concentrations after 96 h. 

For GSK762525 the MOCK value was 5.9 after 120 h dropping to 4.1 (69 % of 

MOCK) at 0.5 µM and 2.9 (49 % of MOCK) at 1 µM, respectively. A concentration 

of 10 µM decreased the cell index to 0.8 (14 % of MOCK). Therefore, the 

decrease of the impedance signal correlates well with the decrease of viable cell 

mass at the same concentrations after 96 h. 
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3.3.2.1 IC50 values for the iBET in NC cell line 143100 

The data of the SRB-assay results described in 3.3.2 were also used for the 

calculation of the half maximal inhibitory concentration (IC50). Hereby only the 

values of 96 h incubation time were taken into account. The data were 

transformed and plotted using a non-linear regression (see 2.2.8).  

 

Figure 23: Graph used for calculation of the IC50 values of iBET in NC cell line 143100. 

 

The IC50 values in the NC cell line HCC2429 were 4.397 nM for iBET BI894999 

and 0.473 µM for GSK525762 (Figure 23). 
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3.3.3 Reaction of NC cell line 690100 to iBET treatment 

 

Figure 24: NC cell line 690100 after treatment with BET inhibitors (iBET).  

NUT carcinoma cell line 690100 was treated with depicted concentrations of iBET BI894999 (left column) 
and iBET GSK525762 (“Molibresib”) (right column). (A) The remaining cell mass was measured via 
Sulforhodamine B assay at 24 h, 48 h, 72 h and 96 h after treatment. Displayed are mean values and SD of 
at least three independent experiments performed in triplicates. 50 % remaining cell mass is indicated by 
dotted horizontal lines. MOCK: untreated control. (B) Real-time dynamic cell proliferation was monitored for 
120 h using xCELLigence RTCA SP system. 24 h after seeding the iBET were added. For the iBET BI894999 
one representative experiment out of two is shown. For GSK525762 only one proof-of-principle experiment 
was performed. Displayed are mean values and SD of one experiment performed in quadruplicates. Start of 
iBET treatment is indicated by dotted vertical lines. MOCK: untreated control. 

 

As displayed in Figure 24 A, treatment with both iBET tested led to a decreasing 

cell mass of 690100 cells in a concentration-dependent matter. 

For both iBET the treatment was only effective if it was applied for at least 48 h; 

at no tested concentration a reduction of cell mass got visible after 24 h of 

incubation already. 

The first concentration of BI894999 resulting in cell mass reduction was 1 nM  

(80 % in comparison to MOCK), the lower tested concentrations of 0.05 - 0.5 nM 

did not lead to a change at any tested incubation time. While for 1 nM no benefit 

of an incubation time longer than 48 h was visible, at the concentrations of  

2.5 nM and 5 nM after 72 h a further cell mass reduction of ca. 20 % (54 % 
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compared to 36 % and 44 % compared to 24 %) occurred. The effect was not 

additionally intensified after 96 h. 

A concentration of 0.05 µM of GSK762525 was needed to achieve a reduction of 

cell mass to ca. 80 % at timepoints ≥ 48 h of incubation. A further reduction of 

cell mass at > 48 h post infection was only noticed at the highest tested 

concentration of 1 µM leading to an additive reduction of cell mass from 34 %  

(48 h) to 15 % (≥ 72 h). 

The xCELLigence® assay confirmed these results (Figure 24 B). A change in cell 

index was also found at a concentration of 1 nM for BI894999 and 0.05 µM for 

GSK762525. 

Corresponding to the SRB assay results, 2.5 nM of BI894999 led to an eminent 

further reduction of the cell index (30 % of MOCK value), whereas doubling the 

concentration to 5 nM brought only a small additional benefit (16 % of MOCK 

value). However, treatment with 5 nM resulted in a decrease of cell index after  

72 h, whereas in contrast to the concentration of 2.5 nM a minimal increase of 

the cell index was noticed for the whole observation period of 120 h. The results 

are very similar between cell index in the xCELLigence® assay and remnant cell 

mass after 96 h in the SRB assay. 

Also, the results of GSK762525 treatment showed the same tendency seen in 

the SRB assay. The drop in the cell index from MOCK value 2.3 to 1.1 at 0.1 µM, 

equating 48 % of MOCK value, as well as the reduction to 0.3 for 1 µM, equating 

13 % of MOCK value, resemble the results of the SRB assay. 
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3.3.3.1 IC50 values for the iBET in NC cell line 143100 

The data of the SRB-assay results described in 3.3.3 were also used for the 

calculation of the half maximal inhibitory concentration (IC50). Hereby only the 

values of 96 h incubation time were taken into account. The data were 

transformed and plotted using a non-linear regression (see 2.2.8).  

 

Figure 25: Graph used for calculation of the IC50 values of iBET in NC cell line 690100. 

 

The IC50 values in the NC cell line HCC2429 were 1.396 nM for iBET BI894999 

and 0.102 µM for GSK525762 (Figure 25). 
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3.3.4 Comparison of the effects of iBET on the different tested NC cell lines 

 

Figure 26: Comparison of SRB-assay results of NC cell lines HCC2429, 143100, 690100 after treatment 
with BET inhibitors (iBET). 

The NUT carcinoma cell lines HCC2429, 143100 and 690100 were treated with depicted concentrations of 
iBET BI894999 (upper panel) and iBET GSK525762 (“Molibresib”) (lower panel). The remaining cell mass 
was measured via Sulforhodamine B (SRB) assay at 96 h after iBET treatment. Displayed are mean values 
and SD of at least three independent experiments performed in triplicates. 50 % remaining cell mass is 

indicated by dotted lines. MOCK: uninfected control. Statistical significance: ✱: p ≤ 0.05; ✱✱: p ≤ 0.01; 

✱✱✱: p ≤ 0.001; ✱✱✱✱: p ≤ 0.0001 - nonsignificant results are not indicated; significance is only displayed 

when a change to the next lower concentration occurred. 
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Figure 26 compares the remaining cell masses measured via SRB assay of the 

three NC cell lines HCC2429, 143100 and 690100 96 h after iBET treatment. 

When treated with BI894999 the cell lines HCC2429 and 690100 reacted similar: 

Nearly no effect of the iBET on the cell mass was seen for concentrations ≤ 1 nM. 

A concentration of 5 nM led to a highly reduced cell mass of about 25 % in 

comparison to MOCK. The only major difference was seen at 2.5 nM: While  

62 % of HCC2429 cells were still viable, this was true for only 30 % of 690100 

cells. The third cell line 143100 proved to be the most resistant cell line. Here a 

concentration of 5 nM only led to a reduction to 57 %; to achieve only 25 % 

remnant cell mass 50 nM of the iBET was needed. 

Also, for the iBET GSK762525 it was observed that 143100 is the most resistant 

cell line and HCC2429 and 690100 cells reacted quite similar, the largest 

difference occurred in a concentration at which the first effects got visible  

(0.1 µM). Once more, this change disappeared at a higher concentration of 

GSK762525 (1 µM). 
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Figure 27: Comparison of xCELLigence®-assay results of NC cell lines HCC2429, 143100, 690100 after 
treatment with BET inhibitors (iBET). 

NUT carcinoma cell lines HCC2429, 143100 and 690100 were treated with depicted concentrations of iBET 
BI894999 (upper panel) and iBET GSK525762 (“Molibresib”) (lower panel). Real-time dynamic cell 
proliferation was monitored for 120 h using the xCELLigence® RTCA SP system. 24 h after seeding the iBET 
was added. For the iBET BI894999 one representative experiment out of two is shown. For GSK525762 
only one proof-of-principle experiment was performed. Displayed are mean values and SD of one experiment 
performed in quadruplicates. Start of iBET treatment is indicated by dotted lines. MOCK: untreated control. 

 

Comparison of the proliferation curves observed via xCELLigence® assay shows 

different growth characteristics of the three NC cell lines HCC2429, 143100 and 

690100 both without and after iBET treatment (Figure 27). While untreated 

HCC2429 and 690100 cells showed an increase of cell index to three, the value 

for 143100 cells increased to six, indicating a much faster cell growth. 

Interestingly, all three cell lines showed different growth characteristics, although 

they were fairly consistent in one cell line for both iBET. 
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In cell line HCC2429 a concentration-dependent increasing cell proliferation for 

approximately 24 h (compared to the MOCK treated cells) starting 12 h post 

treatment could be noticed. However, at the endpoint the cell index had not 

decreased in a concentration dependent matter. 

Cell line 143100 also showed the concentration-dependent increasing cell 

proliferation. But in this cell line the proliferation started to decrease highly 

resulting in a concentration dependent lower cell index at the endpoint.  

For the third cell line 690100 though, there was no concentration-dependent 

increase of cell proliferation in the first hours after treatment. But as in cell line 

143100 the proliferation reduced concentration dependently after 60 h.  

3.4 Combinatorial therapy of NC cell lines with immunovirotherapeutics 

and BET-inhibitors 

Since iBET therapy proved insufficient as a monotherapeutic to treat NC in most 

clinical trials, it was tested, if a combination of iBET and oncolytic virotherapy 

might be a powerful therapeutic option.  

The concentrations of iBET and OV were chosen to leave 50 % to 75 % of 

remaining cell mass after respective monotherapy, thus additional effects as well 

as inhibitory effects of the combination of both agents were observable. All three 

oncolytic viruses were combined with both iBET, to see whether the effect of the 

combination differed between the selected OV or iBET. 

In order to determine whether a benefit occurred with the combinatorial treatment, 

this treatment always had to be compared with the most efficient monotherapeutic 

agent. Therefore, a significant benefit was only seen when OV and iBET mono-

therapy showed a significantly higher remaining cell mass than the corresponding 

combination. 
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3.4.1 Combinatorial iBET and OV treatment of the NC cell line HCC2429 
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Figure 28: NC cell line HCC2429 treated with different oncolytic viruses in combination with two different 
iBET. 

The NUT carcinoma cell line HCC2429 was infected with MeV-GFP (MOI 0.1), GLV-0b347 (MOI 0.005) or 
T-VEC (MOI 0.0001). At 3 hpi (for MeV-GFP) and 1 hpi (for GLV-0b347 and T-VEC) the inoculum was 
removed and medium with or without iBET was added. The MOIs and iBET concentrations were chosen to 
leave between 50 % and 75 % of the cell mass in the respective monotherapy. The remaining cell mass was 
measured at 96 hpi via Sulforhodamine B (SRB) assay. Displayed are mean values of three independent 
experiments performed in quadruplicates. 50 % remaining cell mass is indicated by dotted lines. MOCK: 

uninfected control (black columns). Statistical significance: ✱: p ≤ 0.05; ✱✱: p ≤ 0.01; ✱✱✱: p ≤ 0.001; 

✱✱✱✱: p ≤ 0.0001 - nonsignificant results are not indicated; significance is only displayed between the 

monotherapeutic approaches and the corresponding combinatorial treatment. 

 

For NC cell line HCC2429 only two of the six tested combinations (GLV-0b347 + 

GSK525762 and T-VEC + BI894999) showed a significant decrease of the 

remaining cell mass in the combinatorial therapy, regardless the iBET 

concentration (Figure 28). 

The combination of MeV-GFP with iBET did not lead to a significant decrease 

when compared to the monotherapeutic approaches.  

However, this was different for the combination of GLV-0b347 with iBET. While 

for GLV-0b347 + BI894999 only a significant decrease got visible for the higher 

tested iBET concentration of 1 nM (70% remnant cell mass with GLV-0b347 

respectively 48% with GLV-0b347 + 1 nM BI894999), GLV-0b347 in combination 

with GSK525762 proved to be more efficient with both concentrations of iBET 

tested.  

Interestingly, for T-VEC the combinatorial treatment with BI894999 proved to be 

more effective with both tested concentrations of iBET (64 % remnant cell mass 

with T-VEC respectively 38 % with T-VEC + 0.5 nM iBET and 25 % with T-VEC 

+ 1 nM iBET). However, when combined with GSK525762, no significant 

decrease was noticed. Of note, in both experiments the error bars for T-VEC 

monotherapy are very high.   
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3.4.2 Combinatorial iBET and OV treatment of the NC cell line 143100 
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Figure 29: NC cell line 143100 treated with different oncolytic viruses in combination with two different iBET.  

The NUT carcinoma cell line 143100 was infected with MeV-GFP (MOI 1), GLV-0b347 (MOI 0.001) or T-
VEC (MOI 0.0001). At 3 hpi (for MeV-GFP) and 1 hpi (for GLV-0b347 and T-VEC) the inoculum was removed 
and medium with or without iBET was added. The MOIs and iBET concentrations were chosen to leave 
between 50 % and 75 % of the cell mass in the respective monotherapy. The remaining cell mass was 
measured at 96 hpi via Sulforhodamine B (SRB) assay. Displayed are mean values of three independent 
experiments performed in quadruplicates. 50 % remaining cell mass is indicated by dotted lines. MOCK: 

uninfected control (black columns). Statistical significance: ✱: p ≤ 0.05; ✱✱: p ≤ 0.01; ✱✱✱: p ≤ 0.001; 

✱✱✱✱: p ≤ 0.0001 - nonsignificant results are not indicated; significance is only displayed between the 

monotherapeutic approaches and the corresponding combinatorial treatment. 

 

The combinatorial treatment with OV and iBET in the NC cell line 143100 showed 

a significant decrease of cell mass in five of six combinations, excluding only the 

combination of T-VEC + BI894999 (Figure 29). 

Of note, combining MeV-GFP with either of the two iBET led to an eminent further 

decrease of the cell mass: The monotherapeutic approach with MeV-GFP at a 

MOI of 1 reduced the cell mass to 55 %, the combinatory treatment with the higher 

concentration of either iBET led to a further reduction of > 40 %, leaving only a 

viable cell mass of ca. 10 %. 

The combinations of the other two OVs with the iBET were not able to achieve 

such a further reduction. For T-VEC only a further reduction of around 10 %, 

regardless the iBET used, got visible. For GLV-0b347 the further reduction was 

around 15 %, when comparing the monotherapy with the combinatorial approach 

with the lower tested iBET concentration. For the higher iBET concentration the 

benefit was even lower. 

Since already a very low MOI of 0.0001 of T-VEC reduced the cell mass in the 

monotherapeutic approach to < 20 %, it was difficult to observe an additional 

decrease.  
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3.4.3 Combinatorial iBET and OV treatment of the NC cell line 690100 
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Figure 30: NC cell line 690100 treated with different oncolytic viruses in combination with two different iBET.  

The NUT carcinoma cell line 690100 was infected with MeV-GFP (MOI 0.1), GLV-0b347 (MOI 1) or T-VEC 
(MOI 0.00025). At 3 hpi (for MeV-GFP) and 1 hpi (for GLV-0b347 and T-VEC) the inoculum was removed 
and medium with or without iBET was added. The MOIs and iBET concentrations were chosen to leave 
between 50 % and 75 % of the cell mass in the respective monotherapy. The remaining cell mass was 
measured at 96 hpi via Sulforhodamine B (SRB) assay. Displayed are mean values of three independent 
experiments performed in quadruplicates. 50 % remaining cell mass is indicated by dotted lines. MOCK: 

uninfected control (black columns). Statistical significance: ✱: p ≤ 0.05; ✱✱: p ≤ 0.01; ✱✱✱: p ≤ 0.001; 

✱✱✱✱: p ≤ 0.0001 - nonsignificant results are not indicated; significance is only displayed between the 

monotherapeutic approaches and the corresponding combinatory treatment. 

 

The combination of OV and iBET in the NC cell line 690100 generally only 

showed significant beneficial effects when OV GLV-0b347 was used (Figure 30). 

Here, the further reduction of cell mass under all tested approaches was around 

15 %. 

For MeV-GFP small further decreases of cell mass got visible with the 

combinatorial approaches as well, but none of the tested combinations showed 

a significant decrease. 

When T-VEC was used as OV, significance could be observed for the 

combination of T-VEC + GSK525762 0.05 µM, where the remnant cell mass was 

further reduced for 25 %. For all other approaches a decrease was also observed, 

however, it was not significant. 
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3.4.4 Fluorescence imaging of MeV-GFP and GLV-0b347 infection under 

iBET treatment  

As the viruses MeV-GFP and GLV-0b347 are equipped with a fluorophore  

(MeV-GFP: GFP; GLV-0b347: turboFP635), their spreading in the cells could be 

monitored via fluorescence imaging. The more fluorescence signal got visible the 

more virus particles were present.  

 

Figure 31: Fluorescence images of NC cells after treatment with MeV-GFP or GLV-0b347 with or without 
iBET BI894999. 

Cells were treated with MeV-GFP (MOI 0.1 for HCC2429 and 690100; MOI 1 for 143100) or GLV-0b347 
(MOI 0.005 for HCC2429; MOI 0.001 for 143100; MOI 1 for 690100). At 3 hpi (for MeV-GFP) and 1 hpi (for 
GLV-0b347) the inoculum was removed and medium with or without BI894999 (1 nM for HCC2429, 5 nM 
for 143100, 1.5 nM for 690100) was added. Images were taken at 96 hpi with a fluorescence microscope. 

MeV-GFP MeV-GFP + BI894999 GLV-0b347 GLV-0b347 + BI894999

HCC2429

143100

690100
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Figure 32: Fluorescence images of NC cells after treatment with MeV-GFP or GLV-0b347 with or without 
iBET GSK525762. 

Cells were treated with MeV-GFP (MOI 0.1 for HCC2429 and 690100; MOI 1 for 143100) or GLV-0b347 
(MOI 0.005 for HCC2429; MOI 0.001 for 143100; MOI 1 for 690100). At 3 hpi (for MeV-GFP) and 1 hpi (for 
GLV-0b347) the inoculum was removed and medium with or without GSK525762 (0.25 µM for HCC2429, 
0.5 µM for 143100, 0.05 µM for 690100) was added. Images were taken at 96 hpi with a fluorescence 
microscope. 

 

In general, it can be said that virus replication also took place in the presence of 

iBET. For iBET BI894999 the pictures indicate an enhanced virus replication in 

the cell lines HCC2429 and 143100, while the replication seemed to be lower 

under iBET treatment in cell line 690100 (Figure 31). For iBET GSK525762 an 

enhanced viral growth could only be seen for cell lines 143100, while for both 

other cell lines a slight reduction of fluorescence got visible (Figure 32).  
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3.5 Inhibition of T-VEC with Ganciclovir  

T-VEC showed to be a very potent oncolytic virus to treat NUT carcinoma cell 

lines in monotherapy studies (see 3.2). Therefore, the risk of a tumor lysis 

syndrome has to be taken into account, when T-VEC is applied in vivo. As 

explained in chapter 1.2.5.1, the nucleoside analog Ganciclovir can slow down 

the synthesis of viral DNA. Since the drug already showed promising results in 

earlier experiments with neuroendocrine tumor (NET) cell lines (Kloker et al., 

2019) regarding the inhibition of T-VEC replication, in this thesis only a proof-of-

principle experiment was performed with the cell line 143100 (Figure 33).  

 

Figure 33: NC cell line 143100 treated with T-VEC in combination with Ganciclovir.  

The NUT carcinoma cell line 143100 was infected with T-VEC at MOI 0.0001. At 1 hpi the Ganciclovir was 
added. The remaining cell mass was measured at 96 hpi via the Sulforhodamine B (SRB) assay. Displayed 
are mean values of three independent experiments performed in triplicates. 50 % remaining cell mass is 

indicated by dotted lines. MOCK: untreated control (black columns). Statistical significance: ✱: p ≤ 0.05; 

✱✱: p ≤ 0.01; ✱✱✱: p ≤ 0.001; ✱✱✱✱: p ≤ 0.0001 - nonsignificant results are not indicated; significance 

is only displayed between MOCK and Ganciclovir treatment and between T-VEC and combinatorial 
treatment. 

 

It could be shown that already the very low Ganciclovir concentration of 1 µM 

showed an intense effect: While T-VEC alone led to a reduction of viable cell 

mass at MOI 0.0001 to 16 %, the effect could completely be inhibited by 1 µM 

Ganciclovir (95 % viable cells). This concentration alone showed no cytotoxic 

effect on the cells when applied alone (104 % cell mass compared to MOCK), a 
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considerable cytotoxic effect could only be shown at Ganciclovir concentrations 

of 50 µM, when the viable cell mass dropped to 83 %. 

3.6 IFN- response of NC cell lines to OV treatment 

Since one mechanism for fighting viral infection is the production of IFN-, it was 

tested whether the differences observed in the therapeutic approaches can be 

explained by a change in IFN- production. Therefore, the very effective 

combinatorial treatment of MeV-GFP + BI894999 (Figure 34 A) in the cell line 

143100 was tested in comparison to the less efficient combination of GLV-0b347 

+ BI894999 (Figure 34 B) as well as all single treatment approaches of each 

therapeutic.  

 

Figure 34: Concentration of IFN- after treatment with iBET and / or OV. 

The NC cell line 143100 was treated in monotherapy with 5 nm iBET BI894999 and with OV MeV-GFP (MOI 
1) (A) respectively GLV-0b347 (MOI 0.001) (B) and also in combinatorial treatment with both agents. The 

supernatants were harvested at the indicated timepoints and the concentration of IFN- was measured via 
ELISA. A concentration of 150 pg/ml is indicated by the black dotted lines, the red dotted line indicates the 
cut off value of the used assay (50 pg/ml). MOCK: untreated control 
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As expected, neither untreated cells nor cells receiving iBET monotherapy 

showed any significant IFN- production.  

However, MeV-GFP treatment as monotherapy led to a strong increase of IFN- 

production. While the IFN- level was still low after 24 h (88 pg/ml), a first increase 

was visible after 48 h (403 pg/ml) which increased further after 72 h (1,133 pg/ml) 

and also after 96 h, where the maximal concentration of 1,695 pg/ml was reached 

(Figure 34 A).  

Also, when treated with the combination of MeV-GFP and iBET a response of the 

IFN- production was visible: While after 48 h the IFN- level was slightly higher 

than in the single MeV-GFP treatment (503 pg/ml), it only heightened to  

1,121 pg/ml after 72 h and therefore was on the same level as seen in the single 

treatment. This level did not further increase after 96 h and therefore was lower 

when compared to the single MeV-GFP treatment (Figure 34 A).  

Interestingly, when 143100 cells were treated with GLV-0b347 as monotherapy, 

no IFN- production was detectable. Furthermore, also combinatorial treatment 

with BI894999 did not lead to any change (Figure 34 B).  

As the NC cell line 690100 showed to be very resistant against GLV-0b347 

infection, it was tested, whether this pronounced resistance can be explained due 

to an increased IFN- response in comparison to cell line 143100.

 

Figure 35: Concentration of IFN- after infection with GLV-0b347.  

The NC cell line 690100 was treated in monotherapy with OV GLV-0b347 at the indicated MOIs. The 

supernatants were harvested at the indicated timepoints and the concentration of IFN- was measured. The 
red dotted line indicates the cut off value of the used assay (50 pg/ml). MOCK: untreated control. 
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The results of the assay prove, that IFN- production is not the reason for 

decreased susceptibility, as all IFN- concentrations measured were below the 

cut off-value of the used assay (50 pg/ml) (Figure 35). A similar result was 

already attained for the NC cell line 143100 (Figure 34 B), in which GLV-0b347 

showed strong oncolytic effects. 
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4 Discussion 

The knowledge about NUT carcinoma has risen enormously in the past years 

and therefore also the therapeutic approaches to tackle this aggressive 

carcinoma have widened. But still none of the tested agents led to a breakthrough 

in the therapy, making more research in this field indispensable.  

4.1 Oncolytic virotherapy - new hope for NC patients? 

In this thesis the effect of the oncolytic viruses MeV-GFP, GLV-0b347 and T-VEC 

in vitro on a panel of five NUT carcinoma cell lines, four of which harboring a 

BRD4-NUT translocation and one with a BRD3-NUT translocation, was 

investigated. 

4.1.1 OV Treatment in BRD4-NUT cell lines leads to promising results 

All three oncolytic viruses were found to lead to a significant reduction of cell 

mass or cell viability respectively when applied in sufficient high MOIs. 

Noll et al. defined a cell line as susceptible for MeV-SCD treatment when a MOI 

of 1 led to a decrease to < 50 % of remnant cell mass in comparison to MOCK 

treatment (Noll et al., 2013). As the genomic structure of MeV-SCD is very similar 

to MeV-GFP, this concept is transferrable to the measles virus used in this thesis. 

On this basis, only the BRD4-NUT cell line 690100 can be marked as susceptible 

for MeV-GFP infection. The cell lines HCC2429 and 143100 showed a decrease 

to < 75 % and can therefore be marked as partially resistant. Taking into account 

that more than 50 % of the NCI-60 tumor panel cell lines were found to be 

susceptible for MeV-SCD infection, partial resistance might already be seen as a 

contraindication for MeV-GFP therapy. Both cell lines being analyzed with the 

RealTime-GloTM assay showed a high resistance (> 75 % remnant cell mass), 

which was only found in six NCI-60 cell lines. However, since a different assay 

was used, these results have to be acknowledged with great care (see 4.1.2). 

Berchtold et al. performed analogical experiments using the vaccinia virus GLV-

1h68 (Berchtold et al., 2020). Even if this virus construct is derived from a different 

strain (“Lister”) and has more gene insertions (β-glucuronidase and  

β-galactosidase) compared to GLV-0b347, the otherwise high similarities should 
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still allow a comparison. They defined cell lines in which the remnant cell mass 

decreased > 50 % in comparison to MOCK at a MOI of 0.1 as susceptible. This 

is valid for two of the five tested NC cell lines: HCC2429 and 143100. On the 

other hand, cell line 690100 has to be marked partial resistant and the cell lines 

analyzed via RealTime-GloTM assay were again found to be highly resistant. 

For T-VEC no systematic study has been made yet, so a structured comparison 

to other cell lines is not possible. However, experiments with neuroendocrine 

tumor (NET) cell lines and SRB assay read-out were performed, resulting in a 

cell mass < 50 % in all three tested cell lines at a MOI of 0.0001 at 96 hpi (Kloker 

et al., 2019). Considering this, a MOI of 0.0001 to compare the susceptibility 

might be advisable. Following the studies of Noll et al. and Berchtold et al. taking 

50 % (for susceptible) and 75 % (for partial resistant) remnant cell mass as cut-

off values, in this case the NC cell lines HCC2429 and 143100 could be graded 

as susceptible, cell line 690100 as partially resistant, while Ty-82 and 10326 

would need to be graded highly resistant. A higher MOI does not seem 

appropriate as the strong effect in some cell lines show the high potential of  

T-VEC and no differences between cell lines would be monitorable. As the 

application of higher doses always carries the risk of inducing stronger adverse 

effects it also makes sense to use the lowest possible MOI from a clinical point 

of view. T-VEC was the only tested OV in which the longer incubation time of  

96 hpi compared to the effect at 72 hpi in some cases led to large additional 

effects. A reason for this might be an excessive replication and therefore 

extended spreading of the viral particles. This would also explain why the small 

initial number of viral particles is sufficient to achieve a strong oncolytic effect. 

Since this virus has no fluorophore integrated in its genome, it was unfortunately 

not possible to monitor viral spreading using fluorescence microscopy. For 

quantification of replication and spreading of T-VEC viral growth curves could 

provide more precise data. 

Concluding these results, the response rates of the different tested NC cell lines 

tested with one and the same oncolytic virus vary greatly. This matches with the 

finding of Noll et al. who could also not find a pattern in the response rate (Noll et 

al., 2013). Therefore, a general statement to the effect of immunovirotherapeutics 
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for treatment of NC seems not possible. Thus, as with other cancer therapy 

modalities, immunovirotherapy in NC patients also will work mostly on a 

personalized approach. 

Many different factors can lead to the different responses of different cell lines. 

Since the primary tumor site of the patients from whom the cell lines were derived 

is only known from HCC2429 (lung), different primary tumor sites cannot be 

excluded. Therefore, the cell lines might have different surface receptors 

(relevant for the cell entry of MeV-GFP and T-VEC) and surface molecules 

(relevant for the cell entry of GLV-0b347) and hence give the viruses different 

conditions for cell entry. Furthermore, the different morphology of the cell lines 

has to be taken into account. While the cell line 143100 distributes evenly over 

the whole area, HCC2429 and 690100 show a grouped growth (see 2.1.1). As 

for example the apoptotic effect of MeV-GFP is induced by syncytia formation 

with neighboring cells (Galanis, 2010), the influence of different growth behavior 

should not be underestimated. Of course, this effect can be influenced by the 

number of cells seeded: As soon as a confluent cell layer is reached the same 

effect as with grouped growth behavior will be noticed. This effect might also 

explain the slower response of cell line 143100 when treated with MeV-GFP: In 

the still thin cell layer at 72 hpi the reduction of cell mass was lower compared to 

both other cell lines. At 96 hpi though, a further decrease of 13 % got visible at a 

MOI of 1 in 143100 cells, an effect not noticed in the other cell lines. If the higher 

cell density really is the most relevant factor for this aspect could be found out in 

further experiments with different numbers of seeded cells. Additionally, the type 

of the viral genome can influence the cell response to viral infection, e.g. the 

pathways for induction of the IFN response differ (Matz et al., 2019). While  

T-VEC and GLV-0b347 have a ds[±] DNA genome, MeV-GFP has a ss[-] RNA 

genome. Since cell line 690100 proved to be less sensitive when treated with 

both DNA-viruses but showed good response when treated with the RNA-virus 

MeV-GFP, further research on the different viral response pathways might bring 

new insights. 
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This research about the reasons of different responses was started by comparing 

the IFN- responses after GLV-0b347 infection of the highly resistant cell line 

690100 to the susceptible cell line 143100. However, no increased IFN- 

response in the resistant cell line was noticeable; the IFN- levels measured were 

all still lower than the cut-off value of the used assay. It is known that vaccinia 

viruses have developed powerful ways to block IFN synthesis (Hof and Schlüter, 

2019, Smith et al., 2018). But also, other interferons, IFN- as well as IFN-, play 

a role in the immune response against viruses, as well as IFN independent path-

ways. One example for an IFN independent immune response is the transcription 

of telomere repeat-containing RNA (TERRA), especially after infection with DNA 

viruses (Wang et al., 2017). However, the testing of the IFN- response of cell 

line 143100 after treatment with MeV-GFP gave insights about the higher 

resistance noticed after treatment with this OV compared to GLV-0b347 or  

T-VEC. As early as at 24 hpi values above the cut-off value of 50 mg/ml got 

measurable. Even though a decrease of cell mass to 80 % (72 hpi), respectively 

70 % (96 hpi) was noticed in the SRB assay, the IFN- values rose constantly 

over the time, indicating an ongoing excessive IFN production of the remaining 

cells still fighting successfully against the viral infection. 

Still, immunovirotherapy is certainly a new option for NC treatment, as its 

approach can help to overcome deficiencies of other therapy approaches: Due to 

the location and early metastatic spread surgical R0 resection often is impossible. 

Even with (neo-)adjuvant chemoradiation a small number of tumor cells can often 

evade apoptosis. With the fast growth of NC these few surviving tumor cells often 

appear to be sufficient for tumor recurrence, as shown by the high progression 

rates after therapy and only few long-time survivors (Chau et al., 2020, Giridhar 

et al., 2018, Bauer et al., 2012). Oncolytic viruses are able to indirectly combat 

these small tumor centers because they can activate the body`s own immune 

system and enable in situ vaccination (Toda et al., 1999). 

4.1.2 Does the translocation type influence the resistance against OVs?  

The NC cell line 10326, harboring a BRD3-NUT translocation instead of BRD4-

NUT as all other tested cell lines, proved to be highly resistant against all three 
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tested OVs in the RealTime-GloTM assay. Hence, the question occurred if this 

high resistance can be explained by the different translocation of the cell line. 

This is especially interesting, as the BRD4-NUT fusion was recently found to lead 

to a lower overall survival rate (OS) than a BRD3-NUT fusion in non-thoracic NCs 

(Chau et al., 2020). However, this finding has to be noticed with care, as earlier 

analyses did not find a relation between OS and the translocation type (Giridhar 

et al., 2018, Bauer et al., 2012).  

When comparing the results of this cell line to the others two important differences 

have to be taken into account: the different morphology of the cell line and the 

different assay type used. 

Due to the different growth characteristics, it was not possible to use the same 

assay for cell viability analysis for all cell lines used. To analyze the differences 

of both assays, for cell line 143100 both assay types, RealTime-GloTM assay and 

SRB assay, were performed. It could be shown that the RealTime-GloTM assay 

does also show a signal reduction for cells treated with oncolytic viruses. 

However, when using the same MOI of MeV-GFP, the measured cell mass 

compared to the measured cell viability showed a huge difference (22 % 

respectively < 1 %). The much lower measured cell viability compared to the cell 

mass might be due to the longer incubation time of the virus: As in the SRB assay 

protocol MeV-GFP containing medium was taken off again at 3 hpi, the virus 

containing medium was left on the cell layer for the whole incubation time when 

the RealTime-GloTM assay was performed. Furthermore, a possible inaccuracy 

of the SRB assay has to be included: Even though multiple times of washing 

should detach and wash out all dead cells, it cannot be excluded that a small 

number of dead cells stays in the well. This would falsify the measurement 

resulting in a higher cell mass. The RealTime-GloTM assay, on the other hand, 

directly measures the living cells, so this problem does not occur. 

Consequently, any comparison between cell viability measured via RealTime-

GloTM assay and cell mass measured via SRB assay must be considered with 

great care.  
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Interestingly, both cell lines analyzed via RealTime-GloTM assay showed the 

highest resistances against the OV infection. Applying the noticed difference 

between SRB assay and RealTime-GloTM assay in cell line 143100 an even 

higher resistance when measured via SRB assay can be expected. But another 

remarkable difference in the RealTime-GloTM assay itself has to be taken into 

account: While for cell lines Ty-82 and 10326 absolute luminescence values  

< 6,000 RLU were measured, for cell line 143100 an absolute luminescence > 

70,000 RLU was noticed. One possible explanation for this difference might be 

the smaller cell size of Ty-82 and 10326 in comparison to 143100. This difference 

was possibly partly equalized by a higher number of seeded cells though. Of note, 

only one experiment with biological triplicates with one OV at one MOI was 

performed. 

Unfortunately, in the literature no direct comparison of the result obtained via the 

SRB assay and the RealTime-GloTM assay can be found. Comparisons with the 

RealTime-GloTM assay were only made with different cell viability assays (ATP 

assay, live cell protease (Duellman et al., 2015) and MTT assay (Orbach et al., 

2018)) where a high similarity to the RealTime-GloTM assay was found. A study 

comparing the MTT and the SRB assay also found a high correlation (Perez et 

al., 1993), leading to the suggestion that also SRB assay and RealTime-GloTM 

assay should correlate. 

Nevertheless, the findings of this thesis can only be considered preliminary and 

further experiments are needed to systematically test the differences between 

both assay types. Accordingly, at current stage it remains unclear whether the 

translocation type has any importance towards resistance phenomena against 

OVs. 

4.1.3 Ganciclovir can impede a possible tumor lysis syndrome  

The tumor lysis syndrome (TLS) must always be considered as a possible severe 

adverse effect of potent oncological treatment.  

Even though solid tumors are most often classified as low risk tumors for TLS 

(Rahmani et al., 2019), for NC some risk factors accumulate: high rate of cell 

proliferation leading to a high tumor mass and the early formation of metastases; 
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in some cases also organ infiltration, especially of the kidneys (Howard et al., 

2011).  

Therefore, for example the very potent treatment with T-VEC has to be performed 

with great care in clinical studies, as it is difficult to estimate the right amount of 

T-VEC needed.  

The virostatic Ganciclovir has already proven to powerfully inhibit T-VEC 

replication in neuroendocrine tumor (NET) cell lines (Kloker et al., 2019). The 

same strong impact got visible in the tested NC cell line. The needed low 

concentration of Ganciclovir itself (1 µM to inhibit MOI 0.0001) did not show any 

cytotoxic effect in vitro. Also, clinical studies came to the result, that an average 

concentration of 5 µM over 24 h is well tolerated (Lalezari et al., 2002). 

Consequently, Ganciclovir can assure a safe treatment of a T-VEC overdose, 

which otherwise could lead to the development of a TLS. 

4.2 iBET therapy in NC cell lines 

The experiments could show that the cell mass of NC can be reduced in a 

concentration-dependent manner in vitro by iBET monotherapy. Hereby, a 

reduction in cell mass to < 50 % with a concentration of 1 µM of GSK525762 in 

all three cell lines could be seen. First clinical studies using GSK525762 for NC 

treatment found a dose of 80 mg/d well tolerable, leading to plasma 

concentrations of 2.5 µM in the beginning of the therapy (Piha-Paul et al., 2020). 

Therefore, the results can be assumed to validate the already seen benefit of 

GSK525762 for NC treatment. The first clinical study using BI894999 is still 

recruiting participants (NCT02516553). Thus, still no data is available which 

plasma concentration can be administered safely. Certainty will be given by the 

currently running first in human dose finding study. 

Several reasons might lead to the reduction of cell mass seen in the SRB assay, 

e.g. cell death, reduced proliferation or changes in morphology. To get better 

insight in the mechanism of cell mass reduction the xCELLigence RTCA SP 

assay was performed. In the case of cell death a rapid decrease of the cell index 

once the iBET takes effect would have been expected, which was shown in earlier 

studies after apoptotic OV treatment (Ma et al., 2020). This appears in outline in 

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02516553
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cell line 143100 at the highest iBET concentrations. A logarithmic shape of the 

graph, which can be seen at all other iBET concentrations in cell line 143100 as 

well as in cell line 690100, can be seen as an index for stopping proliferation 

rather than cell death. But, of course, also a chance in morphology could lead to 

smaller changes in the cell index. Why no change in the cell index of the iBET 

treated HCC2429 cells could be observed can unfortunately not be said with 

certainty. One possible explanation can again be a change in morphology leading 

to the same covered area by a smaller number of cells. To monitor these changes 

precisely a repetition of the experiment should be performed using the 

xCELLigence RTCA eSight™ system, which allows real time cell imaging. This 

system could also ensure the presumption of proliferation stoppage in the other 

two cell lines. Furthermore, determining the proliferation via the Ki-67 index, 

which was already found to be reduced in a NC cell line after treatment with iBET 

JQ1 (Filippakopoulos et al., 2010), might give more insights in the mechanism 

leading to the reduced cell mass. Also, assays analyzing cellular senescence, 

which was found to be induced in mucoepidermoid carcinoma (MEC) cell lines 

after treatment with the iBET GSK525762 (Markman et al., 2019), could 

contribute to this. 

4.3 Oncolytic viruses and iBET - combined therapy as an answer? 

Since growth of NUT carcinoma progresses rapidly, no time should be wasted 

after diagnosis before starting the first therapy. In many clinical studies carried 

out with different iBET agents NC initially responded well, but progression often 

started again after weeks or month [Molibresib / GSK525762: (Piha-Paul et al., 

2020); TEN-010: (Shapiro et al., 2015); Birabresib / OTX015: (Lewin et al., 2018)]. 

These first studies indicate that (neo-)adjuvant iBET treatment might be a suitable 

treatment option for patients before or after surgical resection but failed to offer a 

sufficient and long-lasting therapy option for NC patients as monotherapy. 

Therefore, combining iBET with other agents is in the focus of current research. 

Until now, mostly other small molecules were used as treatment partner. The 

combination with virotherapeutics is a new approach, especially since studies 

with other immunotherapeutic agents have rarely been performed (Doroshow et 

al., 2017). 
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With the performed experiments it could be shown that when combining iBET and 

oncolytic viruses for NC therapy no inhibitory effects can be expected: In none of 

the performed experiments a higher cell mass was measured after combinatory 

treatment compared to monotherapeutic treatment approaches. Most often a 

significant beneficial effect was noticed with the combinatory treatment, which, 

however, did not lead to a massive further cell mass reduction.  

In 2006 it has been shown that BRD4 represses gene translation of the human 

papillomavirus (HPV) (Wu et al., 2006). Detecting a similar mechanism for the 

OVs and therefore see an induced viral replication after application of iBET and 

consequently a further reduced cell mass was hoped. Via fluorescence 

microscopy it could be shown that replication and spreading of used viral vectors 

is not impaired by iBET compounds; some of the pictures even indicate an 

enhanced replication and spreading of the viral vectors. As fluorescence 

microscopy does not allow a quantitative analysis, viral growth curves can help 

to reveal, if a change of the viral replication can be expected. 

Interestingly, the beneficial effect of the combinatory therapy varied highly 

between the different cell lines as well as the different viruses used, while 

showing a similarity for both tested iBET. Especially one combination, MeV-GFP 

+ iBET in the cell line 143100, proved to be powerful. In order to find an 

explanation for these differences in the combinatorial effects, it was tested 

whether a change in the IFN- response of the cells might be the cause, since 

reduced IFN- production of cells leads to higher susceptibility to viral infection if 

they have not lost their IFN responsiveness through mutations (Stojdl et al., 

2000). But in the experiments no pronounced change of IFN- levels was 

measured comparing MeV-GFP monotherapy with MeV-GFP + iBET therapy. 

The differences in the IFN- levels especially after 96 h might be explainable with 

only a very small number of viable cells left in the combinatorial treatment (ca.  

10 % viable cell mass). A changed IFN- response does not seem to be the 

reason for the more effective combinatorial therapy, which can only be confirmed 

by testing the IFN responsiveness of the cell lines. Therefore, further research 

exploiting this as well as other possible mechanisms is valuable on this field. 
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Nonetheless, these results indicate that simultaneous application of both 

substance classes can possibly lead to an improved therapy of NC. 

4.4 Perspectives 

This thesis aimed to establish a new therapy approach to treat the very 

aggressive NUT carcinoma in preclinical trials using iBET and oncolytic viruses 

as monotherapeutic approaches as well as in combination.  

The effect of iBET on NC in these in vitro studies could be confirmed and it could 

be shown that the completely novel approach tackling NCs with oncolytic viruses 

has great potential. These findings alone show the need of further investigation 

of the effectiveness of the different OVs on NC in vivo, e.g. in immunocompetent 

murine models as well as in first clinical trials. First patient derived murine models 

with NC cell lines have already been successfully established (Morrison-Smith et 

al., 2020, Sun et al., 2017, Filippakopoulos et al., 2010). As the most potent OV 

T-VEC is already approved for other neoplasms by the FDA and EMA a fast 

implementation of the laboratory experiments to clinical studies is possible. 

Therefore, T-VEC in particular should be considered as an OV for further studies 

so that a new treatment option can be offered to NC patients as soon as possible. 

Another advantage of T-VEC is the possibility to start with individual healing 

approaches from which individual patients could benefit even earlier, as it has 

already been approved by governmental authorities. One possible problem could 

be the difficulty of an intratumoral injection, the only type of application of T-VEC 

approved to date, as the primarius of NC, unlike melanoma, is usually difficult to 

reach without surgery. 

But not only the results of the monotherapeutic approach with OV offer new 

perspectives. Since the benefits of the simultaneous application of iBET and OVs 

varied highly, further in vitro studies aimed at finding a pattern or a marker 

suggesting an improved simultaneous therapy, could lead to an efficient therapy 

for certain NC patients. 

Furthermore, since the results of the monotherapy studies did not lead to the 

conclusion that one specific virotherapeutic is the best to use for all kinds of NC, 

individual studies might have to be carried out before treatment. Hence, time, 
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which cannot be wasted when tackling NC, would be needed until the right 

virotherapeutic in the right concentration is found. Additionally, as a previous 

clinical trial with T-VEC showed, it can take multiple weeks after the beginning of 

an OV treatment until a measurable shrinkage of tumor mass can be observed 

(Andtbacka et al., 2016). During that time patients might suffer from progression 

lowering the probability to reach a stabilization of the disease or even a 

regression. With iBET therapy on the contrary the first patients show response 

after a few weeks (Piha-Paul et al., 2020). Therefore, a new treatment regimen 

imposes: iBET could be used to bridge over time, until OV is available and 

effective. The timespan while iBET still achieve a stable disease (SD) or even a 

partial response (PR) can be used for the development of the best virotherapeutic 

option and start of the OV treatment. In this way, an initial effect of the OV therapy 

can be achieved before the progression under iBET monotherapy begins. 

However, this treatment regimen has not been explored in this thesis and further 

in vitro studies testing the effect of a combinatorial treatment applying iBET before 

the oncolytic viruses are needed. With successfully conducted in vitro studies this 

treatment regimen offers the potential of rapid progression from “bench to 

bedside”, as both iBETs are already under clinical investigation. 
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5 Summary 

NUT carcinoma (NC) is a rare but very aggressive tumor with more and more 

cases diagnosed as the awareness about this tumor rises. The prognosis of 

patients having NC is still very poor despite intensified research leading to new 

treatment approaches. 

BET inhibitors (iBET) are one of the agents being tested already in clinical 

studies, where they could prove their efficacy against NC. Unfortunately, the 

tumor often recurs after a few months of iBET treatment. Therefore, the focus of 

further research lies on the combination of iBET with other substances. 

The aim of this thesis was to find out if oncolytic viruses (OVs) could be a future 

option for NC treatment, either as single therapy or in combination with iBET. To 

test this, in vitro studies analyzing the oncolytic potential of different OVs and 

iBET, in monotherapeutic approaches as well as in combination, were performed. 

It was found, that the different OVs could mostly lead to a significantly reduced 

cell mass in the tested NC cell lines when applied in sufficiently high 

concentrations. Thereby, the OV T-VEC, which is already approved for treatment 

of advanced melanoma, proved to be the most efficient OV. To forestall the 

possibility of a tumor lysis syndrome, the inhibitory effect of Ganciclovir on T-VEC 

replication and spreading was successfully tested. 

In this thesis the potential of iBET treatment could also be verified. The studies 

showed that the efficacy is mostly explainable by reduced proliferation rates of 

the cells. 

When combining both substances, no inhibitory interaction was monitored; on the 

contrary, mostly a further induced oncolysis got visible.  

These promising results encourage further tests of OVs as a treatment option for 

NC in preclinical in vivo models as well as in first clinical trials. A further possible 

treatment approach is revealed by the additive effect of the combination of OV 

and iBET: Since a rapid response of NC to iBET therapy could be shown in clinical 

trials, iBET therapy could be used to bridge the time until the start of OV therapy, 
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during which it often takes longer for an initial response to become visible, as has 

been shown in clinical studies on other tumors. Therefore, this approach should 

also be evaluated further and tested in a clinical setting as it bears the opportunity 

of a fast and efficient treatment.  

As the OV T-VEC is already licensed for clinical applications and the iBETs are 

also tested at present in phase-I/II trials, this therapeutic approach has the 

possibility of a fast transfer from the laboratory into clinical practice. 
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6 Zusammenfassung 

Das NUT Karzinom (NC) ist eine seltene, aber sehr aggressiv wachsende 

Tumorentität, welche durch steigende Kenntnis und Aufmerksamkeit immer 

häufiger diagnostiziert wird. Auch wenn die Forschung nach therapeutischen 

Optionen in letzter Zeit intensiviert wurde, ist die Prognose des NC weiterhin sehr 

schlecht. 

Als eine mögliche Behandlungsoption stellten sich BET-Inhibitoren (iBET) 

heraus, welche nun bereits in klinischen Studien zur NC Therapie eingesetzt 

werden. In diesen Studien konnte zwar ein gutes Ansprechen des Tumors zu 

Therapiebeginn festgestellt werden; allerdings kam es nach einigen Monaten der 

iBET Therapie sehr oft zu Rückfällen. Aus diesem Grund fokussiert sich die 

aktuelle Forschung auf die Kombination von iBET mit anderen Therapeutika. 

Ziel dieser Arbeit war es herauszufinden, ob onkolytische Viren (OVs) entweder 

alleine oder als Kombinationspartner von iBET eine neuartige Behandlungs-

option des NC darstellen können. Dafür wurden in vitro Versuche durchgeführt, 

die das onkolytische Potential von verschiedenen OVs und iBET Wirkstoffen, 

sowohl einzeln als auch in Kombination, testeten. 

Es konnte gezeigt werden, dass bei den verschiedenen NC Zelllinien bei 

ausreichender Virusmenge fast immer eine deutliche Reduktion der Zellmasse 

zu verzeichnen war. Dabei stellte sich T-VEC, ein schon für die Melanom-

Behandlung zugelassenes OV, als potentestes OV heraus. Um einem durch die 

Therapie induzierten möglichen Tumor-Lyse-Syndrom zuvorzukommen, wurde 

die inhibitorische Wirkung von Ganciclovir auf die Replikation und Ausbreitung 

von T-VEC in einer NC Zelllinie exemplarisch getestet und erfolgreich 

nachgewiesen. 

Die Wirkung der iBET Therapie konnte in dieser Arbeit in vitro verifiziert werden. 

Dabei konnte gezeigt werden, dass die Wirkung vor allem durch verminderte 

Proliferation zustande kommt. 
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Bei der Untersuchung der Effekte der Kombination beider Wirkstoffe konnte 

gezeigt werden, dass keine inhibitorische Wechselwirkung zwischen beiden 

Therapeutika stattfindet. In fast allen Versuchen konnte zudem eine leicht 

verstärkte Onkolyse beobachtet werden.  

Diese vielversprechenden Ergebnisse ermutigen zu der weiteren Testung von 

OVs in präklinischen in vivo Modellen oder ersten klinischen Studien. Eine 

potentielle Einsatzmöglichkeit ergibt sich auf Grund der leicht additiven (und 

sicher nicht inhibitorischen) Wechselwirkung zwischen OVs und iBETs: Das 

festgestellte schnelle Ansprechen des NC auf eine iBET Therapie könnte genutzt 

werden, um die Zeit bis zum Ansprechen des Karzinoms auf eine Virotherapie, 

welche in anderen Tumorentitäten bisher meist ein zeitverzögertes Ansprechen 

zeigte, zu überbücken. Auch diese Möglichkeit sollte in einer ersten klinischen 

Studie weiter evaluiert werden.  

Durch die bereits erfolgte Zulassung des OV T-VEC und der laufenden iBET 

Studien hat diese Behandlung das Potential, zügig im klinischen Alltag zur 

Anwendung zu kommen. 
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